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Abstract 

Water contaminations are currently threatening ecosystems and human 

health on a world-wide scale. Monitoring the water quality is one of the most 

essential steps to provide better understanding and mitigation of water 

contamination. Among the water quality monitoring techniques, optofluidic 

technologies have created a burgeoning number of novel devices designed to test 

water quality in an efficient and portable format. However, current optofluidic 

devices have yet to be successfully translated to onsite monitoring applications due 

to their high cost, high maintenance and dependence on delicate laboratory 

instruments or bulky instruments. 

In this work, we developed two optofluidic platforms for onsite water 

quality monitoring: a fluorescence-based optofluidic platform for chemical analysis 

and an imaging-based optofluidic platform for microbe detection. Several 

technologies associated to optical sensing modules were developed to overcome the 

above challenges, making the optofluidic platforms compatible with onsite 

monitoring applications. First, excitation coupling mechanism and frequency 

domain time-resolved fluorescence (TRF) were developed on the fluorescence-

based optofluidic platform to improve sensing sensitivity and stability, while 

reducing dependence on costly instruments. Their effectiveness was demonstrated 

by dissolved oxygen (DO) measurements and ray-tracing simulation. Second, a 

low-cost and portable imaging system with dual modalities were developed on the 

imaging-based optofluidic platform. Thus, both morphological features and 

fluorescent features can be observed for microbe detection without using bulky 

microscope setups. The effectiveness of dual-modality imaging was demonstrated 

by experimental results of phytoplankton analysis. Third, a fluorescence lifetime 

imaging (FLIM) approach was developed under a low-cost (Complementary metal–
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oxide–semiconductor) CMOS format. This approach enables integrating FLIM 

module in portable optofluidic platforms for onsite monitoring.  

These advances bring optofluidic platforms closer to realizing the 

requirements of onsite water quality monitoring and provide a clear picture for 

future improvements and research directions.   
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 Introduction 

1.1  Motivation 

Optofluidics is a research area that combines optics and microfluidics. 

Optofluidic devices can analyze fluidic sample using the integration of optical 

technologies on microfluidic platforms. Optofluidic technologies provide several 

advantages including portable devices, high throughput, enhanced sensitivity, fast 

response, reduced reagent consumption, and low-cost [1, 2].  

Optofluidic devices have found a wide range of applications. Specifically, 

it is well-suited for analysis of biological and chemical samples of small volume 

[3]. The emergence of microfluidics technologies allows the precise processing or 

manipulation of small-volume fluid sample [4]. Multiple optical properties have 

been used for chemical analysis in the optofluidic devices, such as fluorescence, 

absorption, scattering, Raman scattering, refraction index, and polarization [5]. 

Imaging technologies and particle manipulation technologies contribute to 

biological analysis with optofluidic devices [6,7]. Thus, optofluidic devices is 

suitable for water quality tests which commonly require chemical and biological 

analysis.  

Many water quality tests are run in the lab where manual lab work and 

transportation of water sample are needed. Onsite water quality monitoring refers 

to the continuous water quality tests performed at the site where the trial is being 

conducted without the sophisticated laboratory equipment. Realizing onsite water 

quality monitoring is challenging but has significant benefits. For instance, onsite 

monitoring contributes to the optimization of water treatment processes [8], early 

warning of and better mitigation of health and environmental issues [9]. 

Optofluidic devices are promising for onsite water quality monitoring, since 

a variety of optofluidic devices for water quality tests are demonstrated in the lab 

and their advantages match some of the general requirements for onsite monitoring 
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devices, such as low cost, portable, and autonomous operation [10-12]. Water 

quality tests includes two main categories: (a) chemical analysis, such as DO 

sensing, heavy metal ion testing; (b) microbe detection, such as E. coli and 

cyanobacteria. Fluorescence is widely used in chemical analysis since fluorescence 

sensing presents advantages of long working lifetime and high sensitivity. Thus, 

fluorescence-based optofluidic devices has been developed for sensing a variety of 

chemical elements in the water, such as dissolved oxygen [13], ammonia [14], and 

chlorine [15]. Imaging and microscopy technologies have been demonstrated as a 

powerful tool for microbe detection. Imaging enables analyzing the microbe 

properties of absorption, scattering, and fluorescence at the cellular level and 

observation of morphology which are crucial to microbe recognition. Thus, 

imaging-based optofluidic devices have been developed for detecting various 

microbes in the water, such as algae [16], bacteria [17], and parasites [18]. 

Many optofluidic devices for chemical analysis or microbe detection have 

been reported. However, these proof-of-concept devices often remain in academic 

laboratories, and their progression to real-world onsite monitoring is still very 

limited [2]. A main reason is that the current optical sensing modules in the 

optofluidic devices are not suitable for onsite monitoring due to a tradeoff between 

miniaturization and sensing performance [5, 7, 10, 19]. Although some optical 

components and electronic components can be integrated in an optofluidic chip, 

many optofluidic devices still require manual operation and sophisticated 

laboratory instruments to achieve adequate optical sensing performance, such as 

spectrometers [20], photomultiplier tubes [21], and microscopes [7]. Some 

optofluidic devices have already integrated a miniaturized optical sensing module. 

However, miniaturized optical sensing modules commonly lack tunability or 

resistance to environmental disturbance, and it is difficult to keep their sensing 

performance optimal in the field [19]. These optofluidic devices are “chip-in-a-lab” 

[22] and not suitable for onsite monitoring applications. The goal of this research is 

to make optofluidic devices compatible with onsite water quality monitoring. 
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Several optofluidic technologies are developed to combat the main limitation of 

optical sensing module, i.e., tradeoff between miniaturization and sensing 

performance. 

 

1.2  Optofluidics for Water Quality Monitoring 

Optofluidic device technology underwent a rapid development in the recent 

two decades. Numerous optofluidic components have been developed such as 

optofluidic waveguides [19], on-chip lens [23], on-chip interferometers [24], 

miniaturized diode lasers [25], low-cost photodetectors [25], and low-cost CMOS 

imagers [26]. Recent advances in optical materials such as nanoparticles [27], 

advanced fluorophores [28] and fluorescence super-quenchers [29] have improved 

the sensing performance. Integrating optical sensing in the microfluidic devices 

results in several advantages, such as device portability, enhanced sensing 

sensitivity, reduced reagent consumption, low instrumentation cost, and low 

operating costs. Thus, optofluidic devices show promise in many fields such as 

environment monitoring [10, 11], healthcare monitoring [12, 30], food monitoring 

[12], drug screening [31]. 

A common application of optofluidic devices is water quality test and 

monitoring. The current water quality tests and monitoring can be divided into three 

categories: (a) manually sampling and off-site analysis with laboratory instruments, 

(b) manually sampling and onsite testing with portable devices, and (c) Onsite 

monitoring with automated devices. Off-site analysis with laboratory instruments 

is inefficiency. Moreover, it cannot provide real-time results which are necessary 

for process control. Manually testing with portable devices still requires manual 

labour and it is difficult to achieve continuous measurement. Onsite monitoring 

minimizes the cost of labour. And it can provide a large amount of data in real-time 

and further helps decision making for health and environmental issues [32, 33]. 

Chemical pollutants and microbial pollutants are two main issues in water 
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quality. According to guidelines for Canadian drinking water quality [34], more 

than 90 chemical parameters need to be tested. Moreover, routine tests of harmful 

microorganisms such as giardia, cryptosporidium, enteric viruses, E. coli, total 

coliforms are recommended. The common optofluidic technologies used in 

chemical analysis and microbe detection are described in the following section.  

 

1.2.1  Chemical Analysis 

Chemical analysis refers the detection and quantification of a wide range of 

molecules or ions dissolved in water. Detection of chemical pollutants, such as 

heavy metal ions and organic toxins, is necessary for ensuring water is safe to drink 

and use. Furthermore, many chemical elements are important indicators of water 

quality such as dissolved oxygen in surface water and free chlorine in drinking 

water. A variety of sensing mechanisms have been used in optofluidic devices for 

chemical analysis.  

(i) Colorimetric methods 

Colorimetric methods provide chemical analysis by sensing the color change of 

reagents caused by chemical reaction. Colorimetric methods enjoy several 

advantages including low cost, high specificity, and simplicity. Thus, 

colorimetric optofluidic devices have been used for a variety of water quality 

tests such as heavy metal ion [35], Nitrate [36], and phosphate tests [37]. 

Moreover, the sensitivity of colorimetric methods can be enhanced with recent 

micro and nano technologies such as microscale resonators [37] and 

functionalized gold nanoparticles [38]. However, these methods consume 

chemical reagents and therefore not suitable for continuous monitoring.  

(ii) Fluorescence methods 

Fluorescence-based sensing can rely on a variety of fluorophore features, such 

as fluorescence intensity, lifetime, spectrum, and decay curves [39]. For 

instance, dissolved ammonia can be quantified by measuring the fluorescence 

lifetime of extrinsic fluorophore [14], and heavy metal ions can be detected by 
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monitoring the reduction of fluorescence intensity caused by quenching [40]. 

Fluorescence sensing enjoys high sensitivity since the background is relatively 

dark. When autofluorescence and reusable fluorescent film are used, 

fluorescence sensing does not consume chemical reagent, providing a unique 

advantage in continuous monitoring. Fluorescence sensing techniques will be 

further described in Section 1.3. 

(iii) Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) 

SPR-based sensors measure the changes in the refractive index on the sensing 

surface. These changes are caused by binding between target analytes and a 

metal film which is typically coated with antibodies. Due to high sensitivity and 

high selectivity, SPR-based sensors have been used in the detection of trace 

amounts of organic pollutants such as microcystins [41] and atrazine [42]. 

However, miniaturization of SPR-based optofluidic sensors can be an issue. 

Furthermore, the majority of SPR sensors are not suitable for continuous 

monitoring since the antibody functionalized film needs to be replaced or reset 

before the next measurement. 

(iv)  Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 

SERS is a technology that dramatically enhances Raman scattering using metal 

nanostructures. Due to its high sensitivity, SERS-based sensors have been 

developed for detecting trace amounts of water contamination, such as As (III) 

ions [43] and Malachite green [44]. However, SERS is highly sensitive to 

environmental changes. Moreover, integrating SERS within a portable 

optofluidic platform could be difficult due to the usage of bulk instrumentations, 

such as spectrometers. 

 

1.2.2  Microbe Detection 

Detection of microbes such as bacteria, viruses, and parasites are widely 

required in the water quality tests and monitoring. For instance, the parasites, 
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enteric viruses, E. coli, and total coliforms in the drinking water need to be 

monitored [34]. In the rivers or lakes, harmful algae were monitored to secure water 

quality and provide warnings of algae bloom [32]. During wastewater treatments 

microbial community were characterized for optimization of process control [33]. 

A variety of sensing mechanisms have been used in optofluidic devices for microbe 

detection. 

(i) Flow cytometry 

In the conventional flow cytometry, particles are hydrodynamically focused into 

a narrow stream. Thus, individual particles can be analyzed and characterized 

using forward scattering, side scattering and fluorescence signals. With the 

development of microfluidic techniques some components, such as flow cells 

and lenses, can be integrated on a chip to improve system portability. Many 

microfluidic flow cytometry devices have been developed for the detection of 

various microbes in the water such as algae [45], E. coli [46], and enteroviruses 

[47]. However, the narrow stream limits the volumetric throughput. 

Furthermore, conventional flow cytometry cannot observe morphology features 

which are important to microbial identification and characterization. 

(ii) Imaging-based flow cytometry 

Imaging or microcopy can be applied on flow cytometers, allowing the 

observation of cell morphology. Imaging-based flow cytometers have been used 

to detect microbes for water quality tests, such as algae [16], bacteria [48], and 

parasites tests [49]. Recent advances in imaging processing algorithms promote 

the performance of microbial classification and analysis. Moreover, portable 

image-based flow cytometers can be realized by various advanced imaging 

techniques, which are described in detail in Section 1.4. 

(iii) Immunoassay-based sensing.  

Microbes can be analyzed by measuring the concentration of characteristic 

biomolecules in the fluidic sample using antibodies or antigens. The reaction 

between the immunoassay and characteristic biomolecules results in a change 
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in color, fluorescence, or refraction index. Then, the target microbes with the 

characteristic biomarkers can be quantified. For instance, fluorescently labeled 

antibodies can be used to detect E. coli [50]. SPR-based sensors that use 

antibody modified nanostructures can detect bacterial contamination [51]. 

Antibody modified nanoparticles can be used to detected Salmonella with 

colorimetric methods [52]. Immunoassay-based sensing typically enjoy high 

selectivity. However, Immunoassay-based sensing consumes reagents, making 

it difficult to be adopt in optofluidic systems for continuous monitoring 

applications. 

 

1.2.3  Requirements of Onsite Monitoring 

Here, we conclude five requirements for devices that conduct onsite water 

quality monitoring.  

First, the devices should be capable of continuous monitoring and 

autonomous operations. These operations include sample reloading, testing, self-

calibration, etc. When chemical reagents need to be added during testing, 

continuous monitoring and autonomous operations become more difficult due to 

regent consumptions and additional regent operations.  

Second, the devices should have adequate sensing performance, including 

sensing sensitivity, sensing selectivity, response time, and throughput, etc.  

Third, the cost of the device’s instrumentation and operation should be kept 

relatively low. The cost issue could become more serious when a large number of 

devices are needed to build a distributed monitoring system.  

Fourth, the devices should be portable. Since the devices are deployed in 

the field, bulky devices or benchtop instruments are not suitable. 

Fifth, the sensing devices should be low maintenance. The optofluidic 

devices could be deployed in the remote areas, such as sewer, river bottom, and 

ocean. Thus, the sensing devises should not need frequently optical alignment, 
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calibration, reagent refill, component replacement, or cleaning. 

 

1.2.4  Summary 

Table 1-1 summarizes advantages and disadvantages of common 

optofluidic methods for chemical analysis. SPR and SERS based sensors enjoy high 

selectivity, however, these devices typically consume expensive reagents and 

require delicate lab instruments to achieve high sensing performance. Colorimetric 

methods are commonly used in portable devices since they are relative low-cost 

and simple. However, colorimetric method consumes chemical reagents, making it 

difficult in continuous monitoring. Fluorescence-based optofluidic platforms are 

suitable in many onsite monitoring applications, since fluorescence sensing is 

sensitive, simple, and enable continuous monitoring without consumption of 

reagent. However, fluorescence sensing often suffer from photobleaching issues. 

Furthermore, lacking intrinsic fluorophore and available extrinsic fluorophores 

could limit its applications.  

 

Table 1-1 Comparison of methods for chemical analysis in optofluidic devices 

Methods Advantages Disadvantages 

Colorimetric 

 

• Simple device 

• Portable device 

• Consume reagents 

 

Fluorescent 

 

• Simple device 

• Portable device 

• Limited to fluorophores 

SPR 

 

• High sensitivity 

• High selectivity 

• Bulky device 

• High cost 

• Consume reagent 

SERS 

 

• High selectivity • Bulky device 

• High cost 

• Consume reagent 

 

Table 1-2 summarizes advantages and disadvantages of current optofluidic 
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methods for microbe detection. Although immunoassay-based sensing is suitable 

for portable devices, it is difficult to detect rare microbes present in the sample due 

to their low sensitivity and volumetric throughput. Conventional flow cytometers 

and imaging-based flow cytometers are sensitive since they can detect a single cell 

or particle as it flows through a fluidic channel. Compared with conventional flow 

cytometers, imaging-based flow cytometers show two main advantages: (i) 

capability of observing morphological features which contributes to microbe 

identification; (ii) high-throughput since a wide and thick fluidic stream can be used. 

However, conventional imaging systems require expensive objective lens and 

complex fine adjustments to provide high-spatial resolution. Miniaturization of 

imaging systems, while keeping adequate imaging performance is still a challenge 

[7, 19]. 

 

Table 1-2 Comparison of methods for microbe detection in optofluidic devices 

Methods Advantages Disadvantages 

Flow cytometry 

 

• Cellular level analysis 

 

• Consume sheath fluid 

• Bulky device 

Imaging-based 

Flow cytometry 

 

• Cellular level analysis 

• Morphology analysis  

• High volumetric throughput 

• Bulky device 

 

Immunoassay-

based sensing 

• Simple device 

• Portable device 

• Low volumetric throughput 

• Low sensitivity 

• Consume reagent 

 

1.3  Optofluidic Fluorescence Sensing 

1.3.1  Architectures of Optofluidic Fluorescence Sensing 

Fluorescence sensing has been widely used in optofluidic devices. Various 

optofluidic architectures have been developed. These architectures can be divided 

into three broad categories. 
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(i) Autofluorescence architectures 

Autofluorescence is the emission of light from organisms and biological 

structures under excitation lights. As shown in Figure 1-1. Detection of 

autofluorescence does not require fluorescence labels or additional chemical 

reagents, thus, measuring autofluorescence can reduce the system complexity 

and cost which are desirable in onsite monitoring. However, many target 

analytes cannot emit autofluorescence with distinguishing features, limiting the 

usages of autofluorescence.  

 

 

Figure 1-1. Schematic of optofluidic sensing with autofluorescence 

 

(ii) Fluorophore functionalized films 

Many fluorescence-based optofluidic devices rely on fluorophore 

functionalized films. The fluorescence emitted from the film can be turned-on 

or turned-off by physical or chemical reaction between the target analyte and 

the fluorophore functionalized film, as shown in Figure 1-2. Thus, the target 

analyte in the fluid sample can be quantified. Several strategies have been 

developed to make films reusable, such as using collisional quenching [53], 

using reversible chemical reactions [54], and resetting the film by chemical 

assays [55]. Moreover, recent advances in nanotechnologies can enhance the 
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light-fluorophore interaction and improve the sensing sensitivity [27]. However, 

fluorophore functionalized films create some issues for long-term monitoring 

such as dye leaching, film aging, and photobleaching problems. 

 

 

Figure 1-2. Schematic of optofluidic sensing with fluorophore functionalized film 

 

(iii) Fluorescence liquid assays 

Many optofluidic sensing devices require additional fluorescence liquid assays 

[19, 50]. The fluorescence can be turned on or turned off by the physical or 

chemical reaction between the target analyte and the extrinsic fluorophore in 

the assay, as shown in Figure 1-3. This requires precise delivery of the fluidic 

sample as well as the fluorescence assay, increasing the system cost and 

complexity. Furthermore, regent consumption could lead to problems in 

continuous monitoring. 
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Figure 1-3. Schematic of optofluidic sensing with fluorescence assay 

 

1.3.2  Fluorescence Measurement Methods 

Both static fluorescence approaches and time resolved fluorescence (TRF) 

approaches have been used to analyze fluorophores [56]. Static fluorescence 

approaches measure the fluorescence intensity; thus, it suffers from intensity 

variation artifacts which commonly occur in onsite monitoring. On the other hand, 

TRF approaches retrieve lifetime features from dynamic fluorescence decay. TRF 

approaches are attractive in onsite monitoring since intensity variations caused by 

photobleaching, dye leaching, detector drift, laser output fluctuation, and change in 

optical path have less effects on the fluorescence lifetime. Several TRF approaches 

have been developed [56]. 

(i)  Time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)-based detection 

In a TCSPC system, the sample is excited by a pulsed laser with a high 

repetition rate. The emission is collected one photon at a time by either 

photomultiplier tube (PMT) or single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD). Then, 

a histogram of the photons with respect to their arrival time is built to retrieve 

the lifetime. TCSPC can be applied in time-resolved fluorescence imaging by 
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using SPAD arrays or a point detector with raster scanning. TCSPC provides 

high temporal resolution and is capable of weak fluorescence detection.  

(ii)  Time gated method 

In the time-gated sampling method, a high-speed camera with a global shutter, 

or an image intensifier, is used to collect emission light. The exposure time 

window (“time-gate”) is synchronized with light sources and scans along the 

fluorescence decay. Then, the fluorescence decay curve can be reconstructed 

after repetitively sampling. Time-gated methods provide a good spatial 

resolution since cameras with high pixel-counts can be used. 

(iii) High speed sampling 

In this method, the emission signal is detected by point detectors and then 

acquired by high speed data acquisition devices, such as digitizers. This method 

is simple and fast since fluorescence decay can be retrieved without repetitively 

sampling. However, the temporal resolution of measured fluorescence decay is 

limited by the max sampling rate of the acquisition devices. Combined with 

raster scanning, high speed sampling can be applied in time-resolved 

fluorescence imaging. 

 

1.3.3  Frequency Domain Measurements 

Both time domain measurements and frequency domain measurements are 

widely used in TRF [56]. In time domain measurements, a pulsed light source is 

used to excite the fluorescent sample, as shown in Figure 1-4 (a). Then the time 

depended emission intensity is measured to calculate the lifetime. In the frequency 

domain measurements, the intensity of excitation light is modulated, as shown in 

Figure 1-4 (b). The fluorescence decay can cause a phase delay of emission signal 

as well as a decrease in the amplitude of the modulated emission signal. Therefore, 

the fluorescence lifetime can be calculated by measuring phase shift or modulation 

information. 
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Figure 1-4. Schematic of time domain and frequency domain measurements. (a) The excitation and 

emission signal in the time domain measurements. (b) The excitation and emission signal in the 

frequency domain measurements. 

 

In the frequency domain measurements, the relationship between the 

excitation and emission can be expressed: 

                        𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡)ℎ(𝑡)                       (1.3.1) 

Here, ℎ(𝑡) is pulse response function which is fluorescence decay curve. 𝑥(𝑡) is 

the input signal, i.e., intensity of excitation light. 𝑦(𝑡) is the output signal, i.e., 

intensity of emission light. Measurement of phase shift is simple and widely used 

in the frequency-domain measurements. In the simplified model, the fluorescence 

decay can be regard as an exponential decay: 

                       ℎ(𝑡) = 𝛼 exp (−
𝑡

𝜏
)                      (1.3.2)      

Here, 𝑡  is time, 𝜏  is meaning of the fluorescence lifetime, 𝛼  is a coefficient 

depends on absorption and quantum yield. Thus, the Eq. (1.3.1) and Eq. (1.3.2) can 

be transformed to frequency domain: 

                       𝑌(𝑓) = 𝑋(𝑓) ∗ 𝐻(𝑓)                     (1.3.3)     

                      𝐻(𝑓) =
𝛼𝜏(1−𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝜏)

1+(2𝜋𝑓)2𝜏2                        (1.3.4) 

Here, 𝑌(𝑓),  𝑋(𝑓) and 𝐻(𝑓) are the Fourier transform results of  𝑦(𝑡), 𝑥(𝑡), 

ℎ(𝑡). Assuming that input signal is sinusoidal waves with a frequency of 𝑓0, the 

phase shift 𝜙(𝑓0) between the excitation light and emission light can be expressed: 

               𝜙(𝑓0) = tan−1 (
𝐼[𝐻(𝑓0)]

𝑅[𝐻(𝑓0)]
) = tan−1(2𝜋𝑓0𝜏)             (1.3.5) 
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Here, 𝐼[𝐻(𝑓0)]  and 𝑅[𝐻(𝑓0)]  refer imaginary and real components of 𝐻(𝑓0) . 

Therefore, the fluorescence lifetime 𝜏 is can be calculated using the selected 𝑓0 

and measured phase shift 𝜙(𝑓0) . Alternatively, the fluorescence lifetime can be 

qualified by measuring demodulation factor. Assuming that input signal is 

sinusoidal waves with a frequency of 𝑓0 , a DC offset of 𝑎  and a modulation 

amplitude of 𝑏, demodulation factor 𝑀 is defined: 

                            𝑀 =
(

𝐵

𝐴
)

(
𝑏

𝑎
)
                          (1.3.6) 

Here, 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the DC offset and the amplitude of output signal. Considering 

the Fourier transform results of sinusoidal waves, M can be rewritten: 

                        𝑀 =
(

𝐵

𝑏
)

(
𝐴

𝑎
)

=
(

|𝑌(𝑓0)|

|𝑋(𝑓0)|
)

(
|𝑌(0)|

|𝑋(0)|
)

                      (1.3.7) 

Considering Eq. (1.3.3) and Eq. (1.3.4), M can be rewritten: 

                      𝑀 =
|𝐻(𝑓0)|

|𝐻(0)|
=

1

√1+(2𝜋𝑓0)2𝜏2
                   (1.3.8) 

Therefore, the fluorescence lifetime 𝜏 is can be calculated using the selected 𝑓0 

and measured demodulation factor 𝑀. 

Frequency domain measurements can be implemented with time gated 

method and high-speed sampling method. With a modulated excitation light with a 

specific frequency, both phase shift and demodulation factor can be calculated by 

analyzing the measured emission signals, thus the fluorescence lifetime can be 

estimated. Moreover, frequency domain methods can be achieved with gain-

modulated detectors. The gain of image intensifier or the gain of photodetector is 

modulated with a same frequency as the excitation light. Thus, the measured signal 

is maximum when the modulated gain and emission lights are in-phase; the 

measured signal is minimum when the modulated gain and emission lights are out-

of-phase. Therefore, both phase shift and demodulation factor can be calculated by 

tuning the phase of gain’s modulation.  

Frequency domain measurements have been used to study multi-

exponential intensity decays. A common approach is phasor analysis which makes 
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use of the properties of the Fourier transform of exponential decay. Another 

common approach is analyzing the frequency response of the sample.  In this 

method, phase shift and demodulation factor are measured over a wide range of 

frequencies, thus the multiple lifetime components and their contributions can be 

retrieved from the frequency response curves.   

Time domain measurements and frequency domain measurements have 

comparable precision [57]. From the instrumental point of view, frequency domain 

methods can reduce the TRF system complexity and cost. Frequency domain 

method uses an intensity-modulated light source instead of an expensive pulse laser. 

Furthermore, the continuous excitation light provides more energy, resulting in a 

high emission intensity. Thus, cheaper detectors with relative low sensitivity and 

slow response time can be used in the frequency domain TRF.  

 

1.4  Optofluidic Imaging  

The imaging technologies used in optofluidic devices can be divided into 

two broad categories. The first category is conventional imaging, which uses lenses 

to magnify the sample under observation. The second category is lensless imaging, 

in which samples are placed closer to the image without lens focusing.   

 

1.4.1  Conventional Imaging 

Conventional imaging typically relies on microscopes which use a 

combination of lenses to achieve a high magnification and a high spatial resolution. 

Figure 1-5 shows a schematic of a simple microscope. An objective lens projects 

an intermediate image of the sample onto a plane. Then, this intermediate image is 

projected once again by an ocular for final imaging or viewing. The magnification 

of the microscope is equal to the production of magnification of the objective lens 

and magnification of the ocular. A typical objective magnification ranges from 4x 
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to 100x. A typical ocular magnification is 10x. Therefore, a microscope typically 

can provide magnification of up to 1000x. In some applications, an extra tube lens 

is used after the objective lens to form an intermediate image, and at the same time, 

keep beams parallel between the objective lens and the tube lens. In this design, 

some optical components, such as polarizers, dichroic mirrors, and beam splitters, 

can be added between the objective lens and the tube lens without disturbing the 

beam focusing.  

 

 

Figure 1-5. Schematic of a simple microscope 

 

 The spatial resolution of a microscope is typically governed by the objective 

lens and the diffraction limitation. According to Rayleigh criterion, two observed 

points can be perceived as two separate points when the distance between them is 

larger than the distance between the principal diffraction maximum and the first 

diffraction minimum. Thus, the spatial resolution 𝑑 is defined [56]: 

                           𝑑 =
1.22𝜆

2𝑁𝐴
                          (1.4.1) 

Here, λ is the wavelength and 𝑁𝐴 is the numerical aperture of the objective lens, 

which is defined as: 

                         𝑁𝐴 = 𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛳)                         (1.4.2) 
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Here, 𝑛 is the refraction index of the medium, 𝛳 is the maximum incidence angle 

of light that can enter and exit the objective lens. Therefore, a microscope can a 

achieve a better spatial resolution when an objective lens with large 𝑁𝐴 is used. 

For instance, a microscope can provide a resolution of 300 nm at a wavelength of 

500 nm when the 𝑁𝐴 of objective lens is 1. 

 

 

Figure 1-6. Schematic of Rayleigh criterion. The overlapping diffraction pattern produced by two 

point light sources. According to the Rayleigh criterion, these two observed points can be perceived 

as two separate points. 

 

 The depth of focus indicates the tolerance of the placement of the image plane 

in the microscope system. Assuming a Gaussian beam, the depth of focus can be 

determined by the Rayleigh range. Rayleigh range is defined as the distance from 

the beam waist to a plane where the cross-sectional area of the beam is double of 

beam waist, as shown in Figure 1-7. The depth of focus 𝑧𝑅 can be expressed as 

[58]: 

                            𝑧𝑅 =
𝜋𝜔0

2

𝜆
                         (1.4.3) 
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Here, λ is the wavelength and 𝜔0 is the beam width. 𝜔0 can be expressed as 

[58]: 

                            𝜔0 =
𝜆

𝜋𝛳
                           (1.4.4) 

Thus, the depth of focus become smaller when a better spatial resolution is achieved. 

For instance, the depth of focus is about 600 nm, when the beam width is 300 nm 

at a wavelength of 500 nm. Therefore, conventional microscopes require fine 

adjustments for focusing. 

 

 

Figure 1-7. Gaussian beam focusing with a convex lens. 

 

Several selections of microscopy techniques are available to observe 

samples in the optofluidic devices. Among these techniques, bright field 

microscopy is the simplest one [7]. Typically, a white light source is used to 

illuminate fluidic samples. Then, morphological features can be observed based on 

the attenuation of transmitted light. Another technology is dark-field microscopy, 

which can enhance the contrast, i.e., difference between sample and background 

[59]. In this method, illumination lights are coupled into the fluidic channel at a 

carefully selected angle. As a result, transmitted lights that ordinarily passes 

through the fluidic sample is blocked, while scattered lights and diffracted lights 

can reach the imager. Therefore, dark-field microscopes provide high-contrast 
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images. Another technology is fluorescence microscopy, which is suitable to detect 

characteristic molecules in a biological sample [31]. In this method, the fluid 

sample is illuminated by excitation light sources. Then, the emission lights are 

generated by the intrinsic fluorophores or fluorescent labels. Emission filters are 

used to filter out the excitation lights while transmitting the emission lights. 

Fluorescent microscopes provide high contrast images that highlight the selected 

fluorophores in the biological samples. 

 

1.4.2  Lensless Imaging 

Lensless imaging has been proven as a promising detection tool in 

optofluidic devices [48, 49, 60]. Imaging without lens provides a variety of 

advantages, including portability, low-cost, a large field of view, high throughput, 

and capability of 3D reconstruction, etc. There are three common lensless imaging 

approaches: shadow imaging, fluorescence imaging, and holographic imaging. 

 

1.4.2.1 Lensless Shadow Imaging 

Shadow imaging is the simplest approach [60], as shown in figure 1-8. In 

this case, a fluid sample is placed on an imager. Like bright field imaging, the 

sample is illuminated by an incoherent point light source placed above. Then, the 

sample can be observed based on the attenuation of transmitted light.  
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Figure 1-8. Schematic of lensless shadow imaging. (a) A bird’s eye view. (b) A side view. 

 

The spatial resolution of shadow imaging is determined by two main factors: 

(i) 𝑧, which is the distance between the sample and the image and (ii) the pixel size 

of the imager. When 𝑧 is large, the shadow projected on the imager is blurred since 

the lights are diffracted as they pass through the sample. Thus, 𝑧 should be reduced 

to improve spatial resolution in a shadow imaging system. Using a thin microfluidic 

channel helps reduce 𝑧 . However, a thin microfluidic channel reduces the 

volumetric throughput and increases the chance of channel clogging. The other 

factor is pixel size. The pixel size of current CMOS and CCD imagers typically 

ranges from 1 μm to a few μm. To improve the spatial resolution, several subpixel 

resolving technologies have been developed. For instance, a resolution of 800 nm 

is achieved by placing a mask with apertures between the imager and the sample 

[61]. Sub-pixel sweeping microscopy (SPSM) achieves a resolution of 660 nm by 

moving the illumination source [49].  

Shadow imaging has been used to observe and recognize cells in optofluidic 

devices, such as blood cells [62, 63] and waterborne parasites [49]. Furthermore, 

Shadow imaging has been developed for microbe tracking and motility analysis [18, 

68].  
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1.4.2.2 Lensless Fluorescence Imaging  

In order to avoid the set-up of a bulk fluorescence microscope, fluorescence 

imaging (Figure 1-9) has been adapted to lensless imaging devices [60]. In this 

case, the fluidic sample is illuminated by an excitation light source, such as a laser 

and an LED. An emission filter is placed between the sample and the imager to 

reject excitation light.   

 

Figure 1-9. Schematic of lensless fluorescence imaging. (a) A bird’s eye view. (b) A side view. 

 

The spatial resolution of lensless fluorescence imaging is determined by the 

point spread function (PSF), which describes the pattern recorded on an imager 

from a single fluorescent point. When the distance 𝑧 is larger, the PSF becomes 

flat and wide, deteriorating the resolution of imaging. Unfortunately, the 𝑧 in the 

lensless fluorescence imaging is relatively large due to the placement of the 

emission filter. Considering a typically 𝑧 of 200 μm, the resolution is about 200 to 

300 μm, which is too large for microbe detection or recognition in many 

applications [64].  

Although the resolution of lensless fluorescence imaging is worse than that 

of conventional fluorescence microscopy, lensless fluorescence imaging has been 

used in biological or biomedical applications where miniaturized devices are 

required. For instance, brain activities of rodents are observed by an implantable 
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lensless fluorescence device [67]. Cancer cell clusters are detected in vivo by a 

lensless fluorescence device [68].  

 

1.4.2.3 In-line Holographic Imaging 

In-line holography can be adapted to lensless imaging systems, as shown in 

Figure 1-10. The sample is illuminated by a coherent light source, such as a laser. 

Unlike traditional off-line holography, in-line holography does not require 

additional optical components to split light into two beams [60]. The object beam 

is generated by the scattering of cells in the fluidic channel. The reference beam is 

the transmitted light that ordinarily passes through the fluidic sample without 

scattering. An interference pattern can be recorded due to the interference of the 

object beam and the reference beam.  

Holographic reconstruction algorithms, such as angular spectrum [69], can 

be used to recover the cells information from the interference patterns. There are 

two types of holographic reconstructions. The first one is amplitude reconstruction, 

which provides spatial-varying amplitude at a plane where the incident light wave 

interacts with the cell. The second is phase reconstruction, which provides spatial-

varying phase delay at the plane. Thus, both transmission and optical thickness of 

the cell can be estimated after holographic reconstruction. 

 

 

Figure 1-10. Schematic of lensless holographic imaging. (a) A bird’s eye view. (b) A side view. 
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The spatial resolution of a reconstructed image is equal to the resolution of 

a raw hologram, which is limited by the pixel size of the imager. Like lensless 

shadow imaging, several subpixel resolving techniques have been used in lensless 

holographic imaging, such as multiframe pixel super-resolution [70], multilayer 

pixel super-resolution [71], and incorporating 2D pixel function [72]. Unlike 

shadow imaging or fluorescence imaging, the holographic imaging does not suffer 

from the shadow blurring or PSF. Therefore, high-qualify holograms can be 

obtained over a wide range of 𝑧, which is typically a few hundred μm.  

Holographic imaging has been widely used in cells analysis, such as algae 

[16], Staphylococcus aureus [17], E. coli [48], and red blood cells [48]. Furthermore, 

holographic imaging has been developed for 3D profiling and 3D tracking of cells 

[73].  

 

1.4.3  Miniaturization of Imaging System 

Several miniaturized versions of conventional imaging systems are 

developed for optofluidic systems. For instance, a miniaturized optofluidic imaging 

platform with a lateral resolution of 0.8 μm is developed based on a self-

interlocking structure of the modular blocks [74]. A fluorescence microscope with 

a compact size (2.4 cm3) and a lateral resolution of 2.5 μm was developed [75]. In 

order to reduce the complexity of the system, these miniaturized microscopes 

typically do not use an ocular lens to increase the magnification. However, a costly 

objective lens with a high NA is still required to achieve a high spatial resolution. 

Furthermore, miniaturized microscopes typically lack fine adjustments, could 

create challenges for alignment and focusing for onsite monitoring. 

Lensless imaging is particularly well-suited in a miniaturized optofluidic 

device. Compared with conventional imaging systems, lensless imaging eliminates 

the need for complex optical elements and focus adjustments, providing 

opportunities for on-chip integration. Neverthless, spatial resolution is still a main 
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limitation of lensless imaging, especially for lensless fluorescence imaging due to 

a wide PSF.  Moreover, lensless fluorescence imaging could suffer from intense 

background noises in a compact design since the transmitted illumination lights can 

reach the imager when the emission filter is not efficient [76]. 

 

1.5  Roadmap Toward Onsite Monitoring 

Figure 1-11 shows a roadmap guiding optofluidic devices towards onsite 

water quality monitoring. Realization of onsite monitoring has been organized in 

three stages: development of sensing platforms, onsite deployment, and integration 

of monitoring systems. The work presented in this research is at the first stage: 

development of sensing platforms. This stage can be broken down into four tasks.  

(i) Identification of analyte  

The target analytes could be intrinsic chemical matters and/or microbe 

properties, such as dissolved oxygen, total nitrogen, pigments, DNA, and 

morphology features. Alternatively, extrinsic analytes can be induced to 

improve detection sensitivity and specificity such as fluorescent labels, 

chemical reagent, and thin films with biomolecular probes. However, 

additional extrinsic analytes increase the complexity of devices 

instrumentation and cause reliability and maintenance issues. 

(ii) Development of fluid handling module 

Fluid handling modules deliver fluidic samples into optofluidic platforms 

and enable necessary preprocessing procedures, such as fluidic mixing, 

particle manipulation, and incubating. Many existing optofluidic devices 

rely on manual sample processing or lab instruments. It is essential to 

develop fluid handling modules with capability of autonomous operations 

since an operator is not available to control the device in onsite monitoring 

applications.  

(iii) Development of optics sensing module 
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A suitable sensing mechanism shall be selected based on the target analyte 

and required sensing performances. Then light source modules and 

detection modules shall be developed. Considerations of the light sources 

and detectors includes intensity, sensitivity, response time, portability, cost, 

requirements for spatial and spectrum information, etc. Development of 

optical sensing modules for onsite monitoring could be difficult due to 

opposing constraints of the aforementioned considerations. For instance, 

pulse lasers are powerful and have a fast response but are also expensive. 

Microscopes enable high spatial resolution, but they are typically bulky.  

(iv) Data analysis 

Algorithms shall be developed to process raw signals or raw images and 

output final sensing results. In the simple models, curve fitting and 

thresholding can solve the regression and classification problems, 

respectively. Machine learning assisted algorithms can be used in complex 

models and improve the efficiency of data processing and. However, 

complex algorithms require intensive computing which are difficult to 

realize in many portable devices.  

Once a sensing platform has been built for a target analyte, this sensing 

platform could be modified for the detection of alternative analytes using a similar 

sensing mechanism. Then, several analytes could be detected on one platform, 

sharing same components, such as light sources, detectors, and microcontrollers. 

The second stage is the deployment of suitable platforms in the locations 

where onsite monitoring is required. The demands, such as required sensing 

performance and devices maintenance cycle, should be identified. Then, the 

platforms developed at the first stage should be modified, integrated, and tested 

onsite. The recorded data should be used to tune, optimize, and validate the platform. 

Finally, performance evaluation can be addressed after enough monitoring duration 

time. 

The third stage is integration of platforms into existing or new created 
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monitoring systems. Ideal location includes water treatment plants as well as the 

nodes distributed in the monitoring systems, such as wastewater sewers, buoys, and 

hydrological stations. There are several issues to be addressed in this stage. These 

issues include but are not limited to risk regulation, manufacturing, distribution of 

platforms, networking, and maintenance. 
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Figure 1-11. A roadmap towards onsite water quality monitoring. There are three stages in the 

roadmap: (i) Platform development; (ii)Onsite deployment and (iii)Integration of monitoring system. 
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1.6  Thesis Overview 

The goal of this research is to make optofluidic devices compatible with 

onsite water quality monitoring. We developed two optofluidic platforms for onsite 

monitoring applications: a fluorescence-based optofluidic platform for chemical 

sensing and an imaging-based optofluidic platform for microbe detection. Efforts 

are made in the development of optical sensing module to make optofluidic 

platform suitable for onsite monitoring. Several novel technologies are developed 

to overcome the tradeoff between miniaturization and sensing performance. Five 

milestones were achieved:  

First, a fluorescence-based optofluidic platform was developed for chemical 

sensing. To resist intensity variations that are common occurred in the onsite 

monitoring, TRF was applied on the fluorescence-based optofluidic platform. 

Frequency domain method was used to realize TRF with relative miniaturized light 

sources and detectors.  

Second, a 3D ray tracing-based model was built for the optimization of 

optical path. A method for excitation light coupling was explored to improve the 

interaction between light and analytes. The efficiency of the optimized platform 

was demonstrated by DO measurements. 

Third, an imaging-based optofluidic platform was developed for microbe 

detection. To mitigate the bulky microscope setups that are not suitable for onsite 

monitoring, a dual-modality imaging approach using two portable cameras were 

developed. By applying this approach, both morphology and fluorescence feature 

can be observed by a potable imaging device. 

Fourth, algorithms were developed to enable cell analysis using the 

optofluidic platform with dual-modality imaging. The performance of the platform 

was demonstrated by phytoplankton detection experiments. 

Fifth, a Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM) approach was developed 
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under a low-cost CMOS format which can be integrated in a miniaturized 

optofluidic platform. The potential applications of this FLIM approach in onsite 

water quality monitoring were explored. 

 

1.7  Thesis Outline 

This introduction chapter provides the motivations, overall background, and 

research roadmap. The thesis outline is summarized as follows.  

Chapter 2 presents the development of a fluorescence-based optofluidic 

platform for chemical sensing. The importance of excitation light coupling and 

frequency domain TRF are discussed. Both ray tracing simulation and DO 

experiments are performed. The simulation results indicate that signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) and signal-to-background ratio (SBR) are improved when excitation light is 

coupled with a prism and an optimized incident angle. The DO measurements 

results indicate that frequency domain TRF can minimize artifacts causing drift in 

fluorescence measurements. DO sensing was performed using the fluorescence-

based optofluidic platform and demonstrated the efficient of this platform in onsite 

monitoring. This chapter is based on our paper “A Frequency-Domain Optofluidic 

Dissolved Oxygen Sensor with Total Internal Reflection Design for in Situ 

Monitoring” published in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics 

(27.4, 6900107, 2021). 

Chapter 3 presents the development of an imaging-based optofluidic 

platform for microbe detection. We developed a portable and low-cost imaging 

approach with two imaging modalities for cell analysis: the lensless imaging mode 

for morphological features and the fluorescence imaging mode for autofluorescence 

signal. The particles in the water flow channel can be detected and classified with 

automated image processing algorithms and machine learning models using 

integrated morphology and fluorescence features. Photoplankton detection was 

performed using the imaging-based optofluidic platform and demonstrated the 
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efficiency of this platform in onsite monitoring. This chapter is based on our 

manuscript “Dual-modality imaging optofluidic cytometer for in situ detection and 

analysis of phytoplankton”. 

Chapter 4 presents a low-cost FLIM approach based on a portable camera 

with an electronic rolling shutter. The fluorescence lifetime was obtained by 

measuring the phase shift of optical fringes captured by the portable camera. The 

FLIM was validated by mapping the interaction of oxygen and an oxygen-sensitive 

fluorescent film. This approach can be applied in optofluidic devices that require 

both spatial resolution and TRF measurements. This chapter is based on our paper 

“Luminescence lifetime imaging using cellphone camera with electronic rolling 

shutter” published in Optics Letters (45.1, 81-84, 2020). 

Chapter 5 summarizes the contribution to the research field, future work, 

and conclusions of this research. 

The research work is presented as three first-author articles from Chapter 

2 - Chapter 4. My contributions include developing experimental setups, 

performing the experiments, analyzing the results, and writing the manuscript. 

I also developed image/video processing algorithms for a lensless shadow 

imaging platform. I helped Ms. Jessica Kun to process data acquired by the lensless 

shadow imaging platform and prepare manuscript. This work has been included in 

“The Use of Motion Analysis as Particle Biomarkers in Lensless Optofluidic 

Projection Imaging for Point of Care Urine Analysis” published in Scientific 

Reports (9.1, 1-2, 2019). I assisted Dr. Eric Mahoney with development of a 3D ray 

tracing model. This work has been included in “Optical model of light propagation 

in total internal reflection fluorescence sensors” published in Applied Optics (59.34, 

10651-60, 2020). 
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Introduction to Paper I:  

Sensing of chemical elements, such as dissolved oxygen, heavy metal ions, 

and organic toxins, is necessary for water quality monitoring. This chapter describes 

the development of a fluorescence-based optofluidic sensing platform for the onsite 

monitoring of chemical elements. DO measurements were demonstrated on this 

platform by using a thin Ru complex functionalized film. To make fluorescence-

based optofluidic devices compatible for onsite monitoring, several technologies 

were developed to enhance fluorescence sensing and improve long-term stability.  

In this work, frequency domain TRF was implemented to minimize artifacts 

causing long-term drift in fluorescence measurements, while reducing dependence 

on costly detectors and light sources. Moreover, an excitation beam was coupled 

into the sensing chip with a prism, and TIR took place on the surface between 

fluorophore functionalized film and water. This coupling design enhanced 

fluorescence signal in the integrated device and minimized background 

autofluorescence emitted by fluidic sample. DO measurement results show a 

resolution of 0.2ppm, and a drift less than ±0.4 ppm in an accelerated 

photobleaching test. In short, this work shows the effectiveness of the frequency-

domain optofluidic platform with TIR design and prism assisted coupling as a 

solution for onsite monitoring. 

The original optofluidic platform presented in this work was developed by 

Dr. Eric Mahoney. To realized frequency domain TRF measurements, I improved 

optical design and developed software using MATLAB. I performed the DO 

measurements and optimized the platform with prism-assisted coupling. I took a 

lead role in manuscript writing and addressing reviewers’ questions. 
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Contents of Paper I 

 

Abstract 

Continuous measurements of dissolved oxygen (DO) variation are 

important in water monitoring and biomedical applications, which require low-cost 

and low-maintenance sensors capable of automated operation.  A frequency-

domain optofluidic DO sensor with total internal reflection (TIR) design has been 

developed based on fluorescence quenching of Ruthenium complex (Ru(dpp)3Cl2).  

To minimize artifacts causing drift in fluorescence measurements such as 

background autofluorescence, photobleaching, optical alignment variation, a low-

cost frequency-domain approach is implemented in an optofluidic platform to 

measure the phase shift between the excitation and emission light.  We show that 

the frequency domain optofluidic DO sensor provides absolute DO concentrations 

in repeated measurements.  TIR design can enhance fluorescence signal in the 

integrated device and minimize background autofluorescence in the sample, which 

can subsequently improve overall sensitivity.  Furthermore, photobleaching in the 

samples would be mitigated as the incident light does not enter the microfluidic 

channel. Our results demonstrate a measurement resolution of 0.2 ppm and 

response times of less than one minute.  In accelerated photobleaching conditions, 

the long-term drift is shown to be less than ±0.4 ppm.  These results suggest the 

potential of this optofluidic DO sensor as an in situ platform for water monitoring 

and biomedical applications. 
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2.1  Introduction 

Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration is an important indicator for water 

quality.  In a stable body of fresh water, the concentration of DO ranges from 8 

ppm to 14 ppm and varies in different conditions including temperature [1].  

Marine creatures require a DO concentration of at least 5 ppm to survive [1], while 

anaerobic condition (<1 ppm) promotes the release of pollution from sediments into 

overlying water [2].  DO monitoring can be used for early warning of algae 

blooming [3], drink water quality [4], and other contamination events.  DO 

concentration is also monitored and controlled in wastewater treatments [5-6].  By 

monitoring DO concentration decreasing rate, organic pollution in water can be 

evaluated using BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) tests[7-8], which are used to 

forecast the incoming load for wastewater treatment plants to optimize treatment 

strategy [9-10].  At present, DO is usually manually measured on site (e.g. in river, 

lake, or water treatment bioreactors) while BOD tests are generally performed in a 

lab. Automatic and continuous monitoring of DO/BOD values in the waterbody is 

highly desired.   

Monitoring the oxygenation of cells and tissues is also of interest in 

metabolic imaging applications.  The metabolic status and rate of oxygen 

consumption can be used to assess functional and dysfunctional cells, and to 

determine cellular responses to treatment for disease or cancers [11-12].  

Measurement of embryonic oxygen consumption may also indicate the quality of 

embryos for applications in In-Vitro Fertilization [13].  Metabolic status of cells 

has been determined by monitoring the oxygen reduction ratio of electron acceptors 

in cells using Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM) [14-15].  Oxygenation of 

cells and tissues has been accomplished by measuring the collisional quenching of 

oxygen sensitive phosphorescent dyes using Phosphorescent Lifetime Imaging 

(PLIM) which is complementary to FLIM [16]. 

 There are two main requirements for DO monitoring sensors in such 

applications: (i) automated, continuous and repeated measurement must be 
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performed without manual intervention; and (ii) low maintenance, calibration free, 

low power consumption, and free of chemical reagent. 

Chemical, electrochemical and optical methods have been used in the DO 

sensing.  In the chemical DO sensing, titration that produces color change has 

been the standard for accuracy and precision when measuring dissolved oxygen 

[17].  However, titrimetric procedures consume chemical reagents and require 

manual lab works.  Electrochemical DO sensors typically use Clark electrode 

which relies on the electrocatalytic reaction of oxygen on platinum [18-19].  

Nevertheless, several common drawbacks of the electrochemical sensors limit their 

usage in the in situ water monitoring, including interferences from other ions, 

requirements of water flow, frequent calibrations and a limited lifetime caused by 

electrode aging.  In contrast, optical DO sensors are based on collisional 

quenching between oxygen and fluorophores/phosphors in a polymer matrix [20-

24].  Optical DO sensors present advantages of no consumable reagent, less 

interferences from other ions, a long working lifetime, and a reversable, continuous 

mode of operation.  

In the optical DO methods, both fluorescence intensity [20] and lifetime [21] 

can be used to quantify DO according to Stern-Volmer equation [24]: 

                 
𝐼𝑓

0

𝐼𝑓
=

𝜏0

𝜏
= 1 + 𝑘𝑞𝜏0[𝑄]                     (2.1) 

where 𝑘𝑞 is the quenching constant; [𝑄] is the concentration of dissolved oxygen; 

𝐼𝑓  and 𝜏 are fluorescence intensity and fluorescence lifetime without dissolved 

oxygen; 𝐼𝑓
0  and 𝜏0  are fluorescence intensity and fluorescence lifetime in the 

presence of dissolved oxygen, respectively.  Time-resolved fluorescence (trF) 

based approaches are attractive in automated measurements since intensity 

variations caused by photobleaching, dye leaching, detector drift, laser output 

fluctuation, change in optical path, etc., have less effects on the fluorescence 

lifetime [21-22, 25-26].  However, current optical DO sensors used in 
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environmental applications are still expensive, large and have high power 

consumption compared with electrochemical DO sensors. 

Frequency-domain method is another way to achieve time-resolved 

fluorescence measurements with low-cost light sources and detection systems [23-

24, 27].  With a sinusoidal excitation light, the fluorescence signal is also 

modulated but phase shifted relative to the excitation light.  Assuming the 

fluorescence is a single-exponential decay, its lifetime can be estimated from the 

phase shift between excitation and emission signals at the modulation frequency, as 

shown in Eq. (2.2): 

                   𝜙(𝑓) = tan−1(2𝜋𝑓𝜏)                     (2.2)          

Where 𝑓 is the modulation frequency; 𝜙(𝑓) is the relative phase shift; and 𝜏 is 

the fluorescence lifetime.  

Recent advances in miniaturized optical and electronic components 

including lenses, light sources, photo detectors and data acquisition devices enable 

the instrumentation of portable optical sensors with microfluidic devices.  The 

frequency-domain fluorescence lifetime measurements can be achieved by a low-

cost approach which uses a camera with a rolling shutter [28].   Nanotechnologies, 

such as, core–shell nanoparticles [29] can be used to enhance the change of 

fluorescence intensity/lifetime in response oxygen concentration. Therefore, a 

frequency-domain optofluidic device could be a promising approach for DO 

monitoring in the in situ applications. 

In this paper, we report the development of an optofluidic DO sensor for 

continuous, repeated in situ DO monitoring.  A frequency-domain fluorescence 

detection method is applied to measure oxygen concentration without the need for 

calibrations in every measurement and suppress long-term drift.  The fluorescence 

signal is enhanced by a total internal reflection (TIR) design, which minimizes 

background autofluorescence in the water sample.  Photobleaching to the samples 

could be mitigated as the incident light does not enter the microfluid channel.  

Such an optofluidic platform would allow automated preprocessing of the sample 
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and enables potential BOD measurements and biomedical applications. 

 

2.2  Materials and Methods 

2.2.1  Reagents 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Sylgard 184 was purchased from Dow 

Corning (Midland, MI).  RuTris (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline) ruthenium (II) 

dichloride (Ru(dpp)3Cl2) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Haverhill, MA). 

Anhydrous alcohol was purchased from Commercial Alcohols Inc. (Brampton, CA).  

 

2.2.2  Sensor Design 

As shown in Fig. 2-1(a), the fluidic module of the DO sensor consists four 

layers: (i) a microfluidic chamber with a cap, (ii) a DO sensitive layer, (iii) a glass 

slide as substrate, and (iv) a prism.  Water flow is confined in the PDMS cap and 

the total volume of the water channel is about 192 ul (L×W×H: 16×8×1.5 mm).  

The DO sensitive layer consists of PDMS and Ru(dpp)3Cl2. An excitation beam is 

coupled into the DO sensitive layer with an incident angle θ, as shown in Fig. 2-

1(a). The wedged angle of the prism is the same as the incident angle θ to make 

sure the excitation beam is perpendicular to the entry surface of the prism. 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of fluidic module. (a) Side and (b) 3D schematic view of the DO sensor   

 

2.2.3  Chip Fabrication 

Ru(dpp)3Cl2 is dissolved in anhydrous alcohol (1:10 w/w) and then mixed 

in PDMS which is mixed with a 10:1 ratio of base: curing agent.  The weight ratio 

of Ru(dpp)3Cl2 to PDMS is 1:200.  Next, the complex was coated on the 

microscope slide by spin coating at 3000 rpm for 60 s.  This process produced a 

DO sensitive layer of 15 µm in thickness.  Finally, the DO sensitive layer is cured 

by heating at 90℃ for 12 hours.  

 

2.2.4  Simulation and Optimization 

The incident angle θ (defined in Fig. 2-1) is optimized by ray tracing 

simulation in Zemax™.  Two design configurations of sensors are used in the 

simulation: (a) the proposed design with a prism and (b) a design without a prism, 

as shown in Fig. 2-2(a) and Fig. 2-2(b).  Parallel excitation beams with different 

incident angles were induced and the fluorescence intensities generated by the DO 

sensitive layer were calculated using the ray tracing model.   

As shown in Fig. 2-2(c), the fluorescence intensity increases by 7 times at 

javascript:void(0);
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80 degree in the proposed design.  When θ is larger than 70 degrees, total internal 

reflection of the excitation beam takes place at the surface between the DO sensitive 

layer and the sample.  As a result, the optical path of the excitation light within the 

DO sensitive layer increases, leading to an increased absorption of excitation light.  

Conversely, in the design without the prism (Fig. 2-2(b)), when the incident angle 

is larger than 60 degrees, the high reflection rate of the excitation beam at the 

air/glass interface and the glass/PDMS interface results in the reduction of 

fluorescence intensity. 

Ray tracing simulation is performed to demonstrate that the 

autofluorescence generated in the water sample can be reduced using the proposed 

design with a prism. Assuming that fluorophores are present in the water sample, 

excitation beams with different incident angles θ were induced and fluorescence 

intensities generated by the water sample were calculated.  When θ is larger than 

70 degrees, TIR limits the excitation of bulk water.  As a result, the fluorescence 

from water channel is reduced as shown in the blue curve in the Fig. 2-2(d). 
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Figure 2-2. Ray tracing models and simulation results. (a) A proposed design with prism coupling 

and (b) a control design without prism coupling. (c) Normalized fluorescence intensity based on the 

ray tracing simulation of the two designs. The fluorescence intensity is normalized by the maximum 

intensity in the control group (i.e. the 60 degree point). (d) Normalized fluorescence intensity 

generated in the DO sensitive layer and fluidic channel in the TIR design. Refraction indexes used 

in the simulation are water:1.33, air:1.01, PDMS:1.416 and glass slide: 1.51.  
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Therefore, the θ is chosen to be 80 degree in the DO sensor to enhance the 

fluorescence and mitigate the unintended autofluorescence in the water sample.  

These simulation results indicate that fluorescence generated by DO sensitive layer 

can be enhanced by using the TIR design.  At the same time, the background 

autofluorescence from the water sample can be reduced. 

 

2.3  Experimental Setup 

Following the design optimization in the simulation, a customized 

frequency domain DO setup was built (Fig. 2-3).  A 450 nm laser (450, Wuhan 

Besram Technology Inc, Wuhan, China) is modulated by a square signal with a 

frequency of 160 kHz and the output power after the pin hole is 15.5 mW.  The 

excitation beam is coupled into the DO sensor with an incident angle of 80 degrees.  

The emitted fluorescent light is coupled into a photoelectric detector (APD 120A, 

Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) with a relay assemble consists of two aspherical lenses (EFL 

= 20 mm, ACL2520U-A, Thorlabs).  An emission filter (BrightLine® FF01-

609/181-25, Semrock, Rochester, NY) with a center wavelength of 609 nm and a 

bandwidth of 180 nm is used to block the excitation light.   

The square modulation signal from a waveform generator and the distorted 

square signal from the photoelectric detector are sent to a digitizer (PicoScope, Pico 

Technology, Cambridgeshire, UK).  Then resulting signal at frequency of 160kHz 

is decomposed from square waves and distorted square waves with Fast Fourier 

Transform.  The phase shift between the two sinusoidal signals were measured to 

quantify the DO concentration in the water sample.  The water samples were 

prepared by bubbling oxygen or nitrogen through the drinking water to get a certain 

DO concentration.  It was then delivered into the water channel with a syringe 

pump at 50 l/s.  Before delivery, the DO concentration in the sample are 

measured with a commercial DO sensor (ExStik® DO600,  Extech Instruments , 

Waltham, MA).  All experiments are performed at room temperature.  This setup 

https://www.google.com/search?biw=1280&bih=646&q=Waltham,+Massachusetts&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3yDBOSjFV4gAzq4xNtVSzk63084vSE_MyqxJLMvPzUDhWafmleSmpKYtYxcITc0oyEnN1FHwTi4sTkzNKi1NLSooBb9a9T1cAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjvuJinh57hAhWFn4MKHX_HAl4QmxMoATAYegQICBAL
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can be miniaturized in a low-cost and portable design with customized printed 

circuit boards and embedded software in the future. 

 

 

Figure 2-3. Customized frequency domain DO setup 

 

2.4  Results and Discussion 

2.4.1  Enhancement of Fluorescence Signal 

To verify to the enhancement of fluorescence intensity by the TIR design 

and prism coupling, two excitation configurations are compared:  1) excitation 
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without meeting the TIR condition, i.e. the excitation beam was coupled from the 

bottom chip at the incident angle of 45 degrees; and 2) excitation with the TIR at 

the optimum excitation angle of 80 degrees.  The fluorescence intensity is 

measured with a power meter.  Then two excitation configurations are used 

sequentially, and the measurements were repeated 8 times, as shown in the Fig. 2-

4(a).  The results shown in Fig. 2-4(b) indicate that the collected fluorescence 

intensity is increased by 2.7 times by using prism coupling with an incident angle 

of 80 degrees.  The enhancement factor is lower than that in the simulation, which 

may be the result of scattering in the DO sensitive layer.  The enhancement of 

fluorescence intensity contributes to a better SNR (signal noise ratio) of 

photodetector output which is a key factor that affects the limit of detection.  

Alternatively, lower power lasers and low-cost photo detectors can be used to 

miniaturize the overall system size with reduced cost.  These improvements will 

enable potential integration of all component on a single detection chip in the future.  

 

2.4.2  DO Sensing Performance 

To evaluate the performance of DO sensor, sensing resolution, repeatability 

and response time are tested.  The DO sensor is calibrated against the commercial 

DO sensor reading using water samples at seven different DO concentrations: 12.80 

ppm, 9.90 ppm, 7.65 ppm, 5.65 ppm, 4.05 ppm, 1.71 ppm, and 0.10 ppm.  For 

each sample, 6 separate measurements were taken respectively.  For each one 

measurement, 256 cycles of a square signal are sent to a laser driver, and the total 

exposure time is 0.8 ms.  The phase shift caused by instrumentation response was 

measured with a reference microfluidic chip without the Ru complex in the DO 

sensitive layer.  As shown in Fig. 2-5, the phase shift decreases as the DO 

concentration increases.  Then a calibration curve is obtained using linear 

interpolation between the calibration points.   
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Figure 2-4. Comparison of fluorescence intensity between two excitation configurations: TIR and 

no TIR. (a) experimental configurations. Laser and pinhole are moved to switch excitation 

configurations. (b) experimental results. The error bar is standard deviation over 4 repeated 

measurements. This error is caused by slight alignment difference among measurements.   

 

The resolution of DO measurements at each point can be obtained using the 

production of standard deviation (SD) of the phase shift among 6 measurements 

and the slope of the oxygen concentration-phase shift curve.  As a result, a 

measurement resolution of 0.19 ppm is obtained at 9.90 ppm where the SD of 

measured DO is largest.  The standard error for SD estimation is 0.03ppm.  This 

measurement resolution is comparable to some commercially available optical DO 

sensors [30] with a resolution of 0.1ppm, which are commonly used in 

environmental and biological applications.  There are two approaches that can 

improve the DO resolution of proposed device when better a measurement 

resolution is required: (i) using moving average with a long time period (ii) using a 

fluorophore with higher oxygen sensitivity, such as, Pt complex [29]. 
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Figure 2-5. Measured phase shift as a function of DO concentration. (a) A calibration curve is 

obtained to predict the DO concentration of unknown phase shift.  Linear interpolation is used 

between 7 calibration points. The standard deviation of the phase shift over 6 repeated measurements 

is shown at each calibration point. (b) The resolution of measured DO concentrations. 

 

The measurement repeatability was characterized using samples at two 

different oxygen concentration: 0.10 ppm and 7.59 ppm.  The samples were 

prepared at the two oxygen concentrations, which were verified by the commercial 

DO sensor.  Then they were measured sequentially 150 seconds after each water 
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sample injection.  The measurements were repeated 8 times.   The measurement 

results indicate an excellent repeatability of the DO sensing: ±0.2 ppm at 7.59 ppm 

and ±0.05 ppm at 0.10 ppm, as shown in Fig. 2-6.  

The response time of the frequency domain DO device was characterized.  

The response time is defined as 90% of the response (or recovery) time when 

switching between two samples at two different oxygen concentration: 0.10 ppm 

and 7.59 ppm.  As shown in Fig. 2-7, the water switch occurs after 8 seconds 

measurements begin, and there is a lag time before the measured DO concentration 

become stable.  The main contributor of this lag time is the oxygen diffusion 

between water and the PDMS membrane until equilibrium is reached.  Therefore, 

a thinner DO sensitive layer is helpful to reduce response time.  However, a 

thinner DO sensitive layer may have a negative effect on DO sensitivity due to weak 

fluorescence intensity [20].  Currently, this frequency domain DO device has a 

response time of 23 s when switching from deoxygenated water to oxygenated 

water and 40 s when switching from oxygenated water to deoxygenated water.  

These results show that the frequency domain DO device can response to oxygen 

variation in less than one minute which is fast enough for most of water monitoring 

applications [31]. 
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Figure 2-6. Repeatability results of DO measurements using two samples.  Red: using water 

sample with 0.10 ppm DO.  Blue: using water sample with 7.59 ppm DO.  The error bars are 

calculated from the standard deviation (SD) of 6 measurements. 
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Figure 2-7. Response curves of frequency domain DO device when switching between two samples 

at two different oxygen concentration: Red line shows the measured DO when switching from 

0.10 ppm sample to 7.59 ppm sample.  Black line shows the measured DO when switching from 

7.59 ppm sample to 0.10 ppm sample.  DO concentration is measured with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. 

 

2.4.3  Accelerated Photobleaching Test 

An accelerated photobleaching test is performed to estimate the 

photobleaching effect on the frequency domain optofluidic platform.  A 128 s 

exposure was used to induce photobleaching, which corresponds to 80,000 DO 

measurements (80k = 128 * 160 k / 256).  Water sample with a DO concentration 

of 8.38 ppm is injected and the DO concentration is monitored with the optofluidic 

platform.     Assuming that the DO measurement is taken 6 times per hour in a 

long-term monitoring setting, this 128 s exposure corresponds to 18 months of 

regular use.  As shown in Fig. 2-8, the measured fluorescence intensity decreases 

about 20% during 128 s. According to Equation (1), the decrease of fluorescence 

intensity can result in a drift when DO is quantified by static fluorescence intensity 
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measurements.  When the frequency domain method is used, fluctuation of the 

measured DO concentration is about ± 0.4 ppm and the drift is suppressed 

dramatically.  These results show that the proposed frequency-domain optofluidic 

platform is suitable for long-term monitoring because frequency-domain methods 

could be less sensitive to photobleaching or other variations of fluorescence 

intensity. 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Accelerated photobleaching test of frequency domain DO device. Red line and black 

line show the normalized fluorescence intensity and measured DO concentration over 128 s, 

respectively. DO concentration is measured with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. 

 

2.5  Conclusion 

In summary, a frequency domain optofluidic dissolved oxygen sensor with 

a TIR enhancement is developed. The DO sensor has a resolution of 0.2 ppm over 

a concentration range of 0.1 ppm to 12.8 ppm. This platform is suitable for long-

term monitoring owing to the frequency-domain method and an efficient TIR 

design.  The use of microfluidic platforms allows preprocessing of the sample, 
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such as temperature control and adding reagent. Thus, cell culture BOD monitoring 

could be enabled in the optofluidic platform.   

TIR design increased fluorescence signal and minimized background 

autofluorescence from fluorophore in the sample fluidic channel since the 

excitation is confined within the non-fluidic layers.  Consequently, enhanced 

sensitivity could enable in situ monitoring of oxygen concentrations in biological 

samples as well as oxygen consumption rates.  When combined with the TIR 

design, measurements can be conducted without optically damaging the cells 

themselves or photobleaching intrinsic fluorophores as the excitation light does not 

enter the fluid channel.  The design could have applications in cell culture 

monitoring and embryo assessment [11-12, 32].  

A low-cost luminescent lifetime imaging method that developed recently 

can be potentially applied to this design [14].  FLIM measurement of fluorescent 

films or foils have been explored as a method for monitoring extracellular oxygen 

as an indication of the oxygenation and oxygen consumption of cells and tissues 

[12, 31].  Although these films are not able to visualize the distribution of oxygen 

within individual cells, they are easy to fabricate, low-cost, and do not negatively 

impact cell viability as the indicator does not need to be delivered into the cells [11].  

Fabricating fluid channels or micro-wells above oxygen sensitive phosphorescent 

films enables monitoring the oxygenation of fluids being delivered to cell cultures 

or monitoring the microenvironment of individual wells [32]. 
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Introduction to Paper II:  

Detection of microbes, such as phytoplankton, parasites, and pathogenic 

bacteria, is necessary for water quality monitoring. This chapter describes the 

development of an imaging-based optofluidic platform for onsite microbe detection. 

Phytoplankton detection was demonstrated on this platform using imaging 

processing algorithms that allow automated cell counting and classification. To 

mitigate dependence on bulky microscopes in imaging-based optofluidic devices, a 

portable and low-cost imaging system that can observe morphological features as 

well as fluorescent features was developed.  

In this work, a low-cost and portable imaging optofluidic cytometry 

approach with two imaging modalities was developed. Shadows and interference 

patterns are captured by a lensless camera in the lensless imaging mode. 

Fluorescence emitted from each particle are measured by a separate low-cost and 

compact camera in the fluorescence imaging mode. The developed imaging-based 

optofluidic platform was demonstrated by measuring Chlamydomonas, Euglena, 

and 10 µm non-fluorescent beads in separate and mixed flow samples. This work 

shows the effectiveness of imaging-based optofluidic platform with dual-modality 

imaging approach as a solution for onsite monitoring. 

I was inspired to develop an optofluidic platform for phytoplankton 

monitoring in my comprehensive exam in November 2018. I developed a concept 

of dual imaging modality for optofluidic platforms. And I designed and built the 

imaging system with the help of Mr. Ian Phillips and Dr. Eric Mahoney. I performed 

experiments and analyzed results with the help of Mr. Tianqi Hong. I took a lead 

role in the manuscript writing. 
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Abstract 

Phytoplankton monitoring is essential for better understanding and 

mitigation of phytoplankton bloom formation. We present an optofluidic cytometer 

with two imaging modalities for onsite detection and identification of 

phytoplankton: the lensless imaging mode for morphological features and the 

fluorescence imaging mode for autofluorescence signal of phytoplankton. Both 

imaging modes are realized by miniaturized devices, while achieving a field-of-

view (FoV) of 3.7 mm x 2.4 mm and a depth of field (DoF) of 0.8 mm. The particles 

in the water flow channel can be detected and classified with automated image 

processing algorithms and machine learning models using integrated morphology 

and fluorescence features. The performance of the device was demonstrated by 

measuring Chlamydomonas, Euglena, and 10 µm non-fluorescent beads in both 

separate and mixed flow samples. The recall accuracy for Chlamydomonas and 

Euglena was better than 93%. The dual-modality imaging approach enabled 

observing both morphology and fluorescence features with a large DoF and FoV 

which contribute to high-throughput analysis. Moreover, this imaging flow 

cytometer platform is portable, low-cost and shows potential in the onsite 

phytoplankton monitoring.   

3.1  Introduction 

Phytoplankton play a vital role in the aquatic ecosystem [1][2]. However, 

species composition, concentration, and distribution of phytoplankton change 

frequently while the drivers of these changes are not fully understood [3]. 

Phytoplankton bloom, a rapid growth in the algal population, can readily occur 

under favorable environmental conditions, posting a threat to human and ecosystem 
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health, and resulting in economic losses in agriculture [4]. For example, some 

phytoplankton species produce toxins are harmful to both fish and human [5]; algae 

bloom can result in oxygen depletion, killing fish and benthic organisms [6]. 

Therefore, it is necessary to closely monitor the phytoplankton bloom development 

for better mitigation strategies [7-9]. Conventional phytoplankton detection relies 

on its autofluorescence signatures and morphological features. Currently, both 

methods are performed by laboratory instruments (e.g., fluorometers and 

microscopes) and require manual sampling handling [10-12]. This approach is 

time-consuming and expensive due to the needs of manual steps by experienced 

technical staff. Thus, there is a pressing need for low-cost and efficient 

identification techniques that can detect the species composition and concentration 

of phytoplankton in situ. 

Several commercial instruments based on fluorescent spectroscopic sensing 

are available for onsite phytoplankton monitoring where concentration of 

chlorophyll and other pigments (such as phycocyanin, phycoerythrin, and 

carotenoids) can be estimated based on their autofluorescence [13][14]. With these 

instruments, the phytoplankton can be classified into a few major groups based on 

their color, such as green algae, red algae, and blue-green algae. That said, the 

fluorometers cannot count phytoplankton cells/colonies and further classification 

of phytoplankton species is difficult when multiple species of phytoplankton are 

presented in the water sample [15].  

Imaging-based flow cytometry, which combines microscopy and flow 

cytometry, has become a powerful technology that can be used for observation and 

identification of phytoplankton at the cellular level [16-19]. A sheath flow is used 

to confine the sample particles to a focus point of a microscope objective lens. Then 

morphology features and autofluorescence can be measured for particle 

classification. To capture images with micrometer-level resolution, microscope 

objectives with high numerical aperture are used. As a result, the field of view (FoV) 

and depth of focus (DoF) are reduced, leading to limited volumetric throughput and 
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the need for focus adjustments [20]. At present, the imaging-based flow cytometers 

are typically bulky and expensive [20-22], limiting their use in onsite monitoring. 

Lensless imaging provides an alternative microscopic approach in which 

the shadow of a sample is recorded on an image sensor directly [23][24]. Lensless 

imaging has several advantages over conventional microscopes including large FoV 

and DoF, simple alignment, cost-effectiveness, and portability. When a coherent 

light source is used, the shadows with fringe interference patterns can be observed. 

Then the samples in a wide range of depths can be observed with high-spatial 

resolution after holographic reconstruction [25,26]. Recently, lensless imaging has 

been used for morphological observation of particles/cells in the fluidic samples, 

such as, characterization of microplastics [27], urine analysis [28, 29], blood 

analysis [30] and phytoplankton analysis [31]. Nevertheless, a separate 

fluorescence analysis measurement is still commonly required in phytoplankton 

identification [12,17,21,22,32]. A lensless setup can be configured to provide 

fluorescence imaging by an emission filter between image sensor and fluidic 

channel [23]. However, the resolution of lensless fluorescence imaging is limited 

by the point spread function (PSF), which is dominated by the distance between 

particles/cells and image sensor [23]. Considering a typical distance of 200 µm, the 

imaging resolution is about 200 µm [23][33][34], which is insufficient for 

phytoplankton analysis. Recently, a number of techniques have been investigated 

to improve the resolution of fluorescence lensless imaging including hardware 

designs and computational algorithms [23]. Spatial resolution can be improved by 

digital deconvolution of incoherent PSF which require precise distance between the 

detected cell and imager [33]. However, this distance is varied and unknow when a 

cell is flowing flow through a fluidic channel without hydrodynamic focusing. 

Custom-fabricated imagers with nanostructures/microstructures designs have been 

investigated to improve the resolution of fluorescence lensless imaging [35]. High 

resolution can be realized when the sample are closed to the 

nanostructures/microstructures or placed at particular “points”. However, these 
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methods typically reduce DoF and FoV [36] and increase complexity, limiting their 

use in onsite phytoplankton monitoring.  

In this work, we developed a dual-modality imaging optofluidic cytometry 

approach with large FoV and DoF, while keep device cost low and portable for 

onsite detection and identification of phytoplankton. This dual-modality imaging 

approach allows single-cell analysis without using bulky and expensive microscope 

setups. In the lensless imaging mode, shadow and fringe patterns of each particle 

are captured by a lensless camera. In the fluorescence imaging mode, 

autofluorescence emitted from each particle are measured by another low-cost and 

compact camera with a separate excitation light and an emission filter. Image 

processing algorithms and machine learning models have been developed to 

facilitate automated phytoplankton detection and classification in the water samples 

with integrated morphology and fluorescence features. The performance of the 

device was demonstrated by measuring Chlamydomonas, Euglena, and 10 µm non-

fluorescent beads in both separate and mixed flow samples.   

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1  Materials 

Phytoplankton samples, Chlamydomonas (CPCC 243) and Euglena (CPCC 

95), were purchased from Canadian Phycological Culture Centre (Waterloo, ON). 

Chlamydomonas and Euglena contain Chlorophyll α, which emits fluorescent light 

with a peak of 690 nm under blue or ultraviolet excitation [37]. For comparison 

purposes, 10 µm polystyrene (PS) beads (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) are used. 

Excitation and illumination diode lasers at 405 nm and 632 nm were used (Wuhan 

Besram Technology, Wuhan, China). Low-cost cameras (Raspberry Pi camera v2) 

were used to build customized camera modules. Customized glass slides with a 

thickness of 0.33mm (Luoyang Ancient Glass Ltd Co., Luoyang, China) and 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) were 

used to build the microfluidics channels.  
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3.2.2  System Design 

 
Figure 3-1. (a) A schematic of optofluidic imaging flow cytometer, including a microfluidic chip, a 

lensless camera, a fluorescence camera and two lasers. A fluidic channel is illuminated by a 405 nm 

laser and a 632 nm laser alternatively in time. The lensless camera is placed beneath a microfluidic 

chip and matches the illumination area. The fluorescence camera is placed above the microfluidic 

chip. A 590 nm log-pass filter is mounted on the camera lens to block the 405 nm excitation light 

for fluorescence imaging. (b) A block diagram of experimental setup. The sensing unit in the block 

diagram includes two cameras and a microfluidic chip. 

 

A schematic of the optofluidic imaging flow cytometer with two cameras is 

shown in Fig. 3-1(a). An imaging lens was removed from a camera for lensless 

imaging. A microfluidic chip was placed above the image sensor. The FoV of the 

lenless camera is 3.7 mm x 2.4 mm which is equal to the dimension of the image 

sensor. In the lensless imaging mode, a 632 nm laser is used for illumination. Thus, 

the particles’ shadows and the interference pattens can be recorded on the image 

sensor. In the lensless imaging mode, the 405 nm excitation laser must be switched 

off to mitigate over exposure, since the 405 nm laser was much powerful than the 

632 nm laser. Another camera with a built-in lens was placed 2.5 cm above the 

microfluidic chip to acquire the fluorescence images. The built-in lens position was 

adjusted to allow focusing on the fluidic channel. A low-cost emission filter 
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(WRATTEN No. 29, λ>590 nm, Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY) was mounted on 

the lens of fluorescence camera to reject the 405 nm excitation light. Thus, red 

fluorescence images can be captured in the fluorescence imaging mode when 

405 nm laser is switched on.  

A block diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3-1(b). A 

microcontroller (Uno, Arduino) sent two synchronized 1.8 Hz square waves to two 

lasers. Since the phase difference between two square waves was 180 degree, the 

illuminations from two lasers are separated in time. Fluid samples were delivered 

into microfluidic channel with a flow rate of 3 ml/h (0.83 µl/s). Two 

microcomputers (Raspberry pi 4) were used as a master and a slave to control two 

cameras and record videos at 25 frames per second (fps). The master 

microcomputer controlled the slave microcomputer and the microcontroller to 

maintain the synchronization between the cameras and lasers. The recorded videos 

were processed off-line on a separate computer workstation. A few frames are 

shown in Fig. 3-2 to illustrate lensless images and fluorescence images (see a video 

in Supplement 1). The total cost of the main modules, including sensing unit, 

microcomputers, microcontroller, and lasers is less than $300 USD. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Four frames captured at 0 s, 0.2 s, 0.4 s, and 0.6 s respectively. (a) and (c) are captured 

in the lensless imaging mode. (b) and (d) are captured in the fluorescence imaging mode. The 

direction of water flow and 100 µm scale bar is shown in (a). A Chlamydomonas cell (red), a Euglena 

cell (blue) and a 10 µm PS bead (yellow) are labeled in these four frames. 
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3.2.3  Microfluidic Chip Design 

The microfluidic chip design features a removable flow module separate 

from the lessless camera. As shown in the Fig. 3-3(a), the removable flow module 

consisted of three glass slides: a top layer, a middle layer, and a bottom layer. The 

height of fluidic channel was 0.33 mm which depends on the thickness of middle 

layer. The width of water channel was 2.6 mm, covering an active area of 6.2 mm2 

(2.6 mm x 2.4 mm) on the image sensor. A PDMS adaptor was bonded to the top 

layer for tubes insertion. The removable flow module was mounted on the lensless 

camera using a 3D printed adaptor. The distance between the fluidic channel and 

the image sensor was about 1 mm. After each use the removable flow module can 

be cleaned by detergent, and it can be replaced by a new one if necessary. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Description of chip design. (a) A explode view of the microfluidic chips and lensless 
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camera. (b) A top view of the middle layer which determine the shape and thickness of the fluidic 

channel. (c) A photo of the removable flow module. 

 

3.2.4  Image Processing Algorithms 

Detection and tracking algorithms were developed in Python with the 

OpenCV and Sklearn packages, as shown in Fig. 3-4. Background is subtracted to 

remove the particles adhering to the microfluidic channel walls in the videos. 

Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and support vector machine (SVM) were 

used to detect particles in the lensless imaging mode [38]. Once a particle was 

detected, Discriminative Correlation Filter with Channel and Spatial Reliability 

(CSR-DCF) was used to track particles between frames [39]. Alternatively, particles 

were tracked with Kalman filter when the fluorescence imaging mode was on or 

the CSR-DCF tracker was failed. The view of fluorescence camera was aligned 

with the view of lensless camera; therefore, particles can be tracked between both 

imaging modes. 

Particle classifications make use of a combination of fluorescence and 

morphology features. In the lensless imaging mode, the particles’ morphology 

features were extracted using HOG descriptor from their corresponding cropped 

images. Here, raw holograms without holographic reconstruction were used for 

morphology analysis to reduce intensive computation. In the fluorescence imaging 

mode, the particles’ fluorescent features including total pixel value, averaged pixel 

value, dimension, and peak pixel value were calculated form their corresponding 

cropped images. Then two SVM classifiers were trained for lensless imaging mode 

and fluorescence imaging mode, respectively. As a particle was detected and 

tracked in the consecutive frames, classification was performed once per frame 

using either of SVM classifiers. The results obtained in each frame cast a weighted 

vote for the final particle classification results.  
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Figure 3-4. The logic flow of image processing algorithms. Particles are detected and tracked in the 

consecutive frames and both cropped lensless images and cropped fluorescence images are obtained. 

Then particles can be classified with integrated morphology features and fluorescence features. 

 

3.2.5  Sample Preparation 

In order to obtain the ground truth for classifier training and testing, three 

samples were prepared by diluting Chlamydomonas, Euglena and PS beads samples 

in Bold's Basal Medium (BBM), respectively. To evaluate the system performance, 

six more samples were prepared. Three samples were prepared by diluting a 

Chlamydomonas sample using different dilution ratios. The other three samples 

were prepared by mixing Chlamydomonas, Euglena, PS beads samples and BBM. 

Their ingredients are shown in Table. 3-1. We found that unintended contaminations 

were presented in both Chlamydomonas and Euglena samples. Since these particles 

are not fluorescent, they can be distinguished with phytoplankton cells clearly with 

fluorescence images.  
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Table 3-1. Ingredient of samples 

Sample ID Chlamydomonas Euglena PS beads BBM media Total 

#1 0 ml 0 ml 1 ml 29 ml 30 ml 

#2 0 ml 2 ml 0 ml 28 ml 30 ml 

#3 1.5 ml 0 ml 0 ml 28.5 ml 30 ml 

#4 0.5 ml 0 ml 0 ml 29.5 ml 30 ml 

#5 1 ml 0 ml 0 ml 29 ml 30 ml 

#6 2 ml 0 ml 0 ml 28 ml 30 ml 

#7 0.33ml 0.67ml 0ml 29ml 30 ml 

#8 0.33ml 1.33ml 0ml 28.33ml 30 ml 

#9 0.33ml 0.67ml 0.4ml 28.6ml 30 ml 

 

3.3  Results 

3.3.1  Particle Classification 

The particle classification algorithms were trained and tested using 

Chlamydomonas, Euglena and PS beads samples (sample #3, #2, and #1). A dataset 

was generated for SVM classifier training and testing, as shown in the Fig. 3-5. The 

dataset contains 1152 fluorescent particles found in the Chlamydomonas sample, 

1049 fluorescent particles found in the Euglena sample, 1350 non-fluorescent 

particles found in the PS beads sample. The non-fluorescent contamination found 

in the Chlamydomonas and Euglena samples were excluded. These particles are 

linked to 73,068 cropped lensless images and 72,444 cropped fluorescent images 

obtained from the videos using the detection and tracking algorithms.  
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Figure 3-5. Overview of a particle dataset. Totally, there are 3551 particles and their corresponding 

145,512 cropped images in the dataset. These particles and cropped images are labelled by 

Chlamydomonas, Euglena, and PS beads. 

 

A 10 µm polystyrene bead, a Chlamydomonas cell and a Euglena cell were 

observed by dual-modality imaging. The cropped images captured in the 

fluorescence imaging mode are shown in Fig.6 (a-c). The cropped images captured 

in the lensless imaging mode are shown in Fig.6 (d-f). For better visualization of 

cropped images captured in the lensless imaging mode, holographic reconstruction 

was performed with angular spectrum method [40]. These reconstructed images are 

shown in Fig. 6 (h-g). The samples were moved to another lab and observed with a 

benchtop microscope, and the typical images of Chlamydomonas, Euglena and PS 

beads under a microscope were shown in the Fig. 6 (k-m). Since Chlamydomonas 
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and Euglena contain Chlorophyll α, they can be seen in the fluorescence imaging 

mode. On the other hand, PS beads are hardly observed in the fluorescence imaging 

mode due to lacking fluorophore. Euglena cell is typically larger than 

Chlamydomonas. As a result, Euglena cell emits stronger fluorescence, and their 

shadow and optical fringes are more intense. Chlamydomonas cells and PS beads 

have similar size and shape, as shown in Fig. 6. As a result, it could be difficult to 

distinguish them using morphology features in the lensless imaging mode.  

 

Figure 3-6. Images of 10 µm polystyrene bead, Chlamydomonas cell and Euglena. (a-c) are captured 

in the fluorescence imaging mode. (d-f) are captured in the lensless imaging mode. For better 

visualization, holographic reconstructed images are shown in (d-f). Samples were observed a 

microscope with a magnification of 400. Their typical images are shown in (k-m). Scale bars are 

100 µm. 
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The dataset was split into a training set and a testing set with a 50-50 ratio. 

Then two SVM classifiers were trained using the training set. The morphology 

features were extracted from the cropped lensless images to train the first SVM 

classifier; The fluorescence features were extracted from the cropped fluorescence 

images to train the second SVM classifier. The particles in the testing set were 

classified by integrating two SVM classifiers, and the results of particle 

classification are shown in Table 3-2. For comparison purposes, the particles were 

also classified with individual classifiers, and the results are shown in Table 3-3 and 

Table 3-4. When both SVM classifiers and dual-modality imaging are used, the 

classification accuracy is the best among three groups of testing results. The recall 

accuracy of Chlamydomonas, Euglena and 10 µm PS beads are 0.936, 0.944, 1.000 

respectively. These results demonstrate the efficiency of particles classification in 

the dual-modality imaging approach.  

 

Table 3-2 Confusion matrix of classifier using lensless images and fluorescent images 

Class 
Predicted: 

Chlamydomonas 

Predicted: 

Euglena 
Predicted: PS bead 

Actual: 

Chlamydomonas 
0.936 0.005 0.059 

Actual: 

Euglena 
0.016 0.944 0.041 

Actual: 

PS bead 
0.000 

 
0.000 

 
1.000 
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Table 3-3 Confusion matrix of classifier using fluorescent images. PS beads cannot be detected in 

the fluorescence imaging mode since their fluorescence is too weak. 

Class 
Predicted: 

Chlamydomonas 

Predicted: 

Euglena 
Predicted: PS bead 

Actual: 

Chlamydomonas 
0.831 0.005 0.163 

Actual: 

Euglena 
0.016 0.897 0.087 

Actual: 

PS bead 
\ 

 
\ 

 
\ 

 

 

Table 3-4 Confusion matrix of classifier using lensless images 

Class 
Predicted: 

Chlamydomonas 

Predicted: 

Euglena 
Predicted: PS bead 

Actual: 

Chlamydomonas 
0.817 0.028 0.155 

Actual: 

Euglena 
0.043 0.924 0.033 

Actual: 

PS bead 
0.040 0.022 0.937 

 

3.3.2  Particle Counting 

The imaging flow cytometer was tested with four Chlamydomonas samples 

with different dilution ratios (Sample #3 to Sample #6). Fig. 3-7 shows the 

automated counting results response to the Chlamydomonas concentration. The 

dotted line shows a result of liner fitting and its correlation coefficient is 0.9835. 

These results demonstrate the efficiency of automate particles counting with 

detection and tracking algorithms. The obtained error bars were larger than the 

theoretical detection of limits since the imaging flow cytometer should be able to 

detect single particle in the samples. There are two reasons to explain large error 
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bars: (i) the actual cell counts in every 150ul samples could be different. (ii) the 

detection and tracking algorithms are not optimized and tuned well yet. 

 

 

Figure 3-7. The Chlamydomonas count per 150 ul in the four samples. The ratio of Chlamydomonas 

concentration among sample #4, #5, #3, and #6 are 1:2:3:4. The error bar is estimated using standard 

deviation (SD) among 5 trials at each point. Each trial took 3 min as 150 ul water sample flow 

through the water channel. 

 

The imaging flow cytometer was tested with three mixed samples to 

demonstrate its efficiency in detecting and counting specific cells. The sample #7 

contained Chlamydomonas and Euglena. The concentration of Euglena in sample 

#8 was doubled compared with that in the sample #7. In sample #9, the 

concentration of Chlamydomonas and Euglena were same with that in the sample 

#7, while additional PS beads were added. The automated counting results of these 

mixed samples are shown and compared in Fig. 8. A baseline is measured with 

Sample #7 for comparison purposes. Note that detected non-fluorescent particles 

are contamination in the sample #7. Fig. 8 (a) shows the doubling of Euglena 

concentration (182.6 ± 24. 9 vs. 106.7 ± 11. 2) was correctly detected and counted. 

Fig. 8 (b) shows that both Chlamydomonas concentration (52.1 ± 9.2 vs. 63.4 ± 

13.5) and Euglena concentration (111.7 ± 15.0 vs. 106.7 ± 11. 2) are correctly 
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detected and counted when additional PS beads were presented. It also shows 

non-fluorescent PS beads were detected and counted. These results demonstrate 

that dual modality system can detect and count phytoplankton cells 

(Chlamydomonas and Euglena) when these two species and non-fluorescent 

particles are mixed in a sample. 

 

Figure 3-8. The measurement results of mix samples. Baseline is measured with Sample #7 for 

comparison purposes. Measured results of sample #8 and sample #9 were shown in (a) and (b) 

respectively. The error bar is estimated using standard deviation (SD) among 5 trails at each point. 

Each trail takes 3 min as 150ul water sample flow through the water channel. 
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3.4  Discussion 

3.4.1  Performance of Fluorescence Camera 

The fluorescence imaging mode relayed on a compact camera with a built-

in lens and a fixed aperture of f/2.8. Although its spatial resolution does not match 

up with that of benchtop microscopes, this fluorescence camera has a long DoF and 

a capability of detecting Chlamydomonas cells. To demonstrate this, a few 

Chlamydomonas cells were imaged multiple times as the height offset of image 

plane was varied from -1 mm to 0.6 mm. Chlamydomonas cells can be detected 

using fluorescence camera even if these cells are off-focus, as shown in the Fig. 3-9 

(b, c, e). However, their morphology features are hard to obtain because the 

observed Chlamydomonas cells are blurred and have varied sizes in response to 

height offset. The radius of observed Chlamydomonas cells was calculated and 

shown in Fig. 3-9(a). These results indicate that the fluorescence camera can detect 

the fluorescence signals generated by Chlamydomonas cells with a DoF of more 

than 0.8 mm. The large DoF can provide two advantages: (i) higher volumetric 

throughput since thick fluid channel can be applied (ii) better resistance to the 

unintended focus change. Since the morphology features can be obtained in the 

lensless imaging mode, the identification of particles is less affected by the poor 

spatial resolution of fluorescence camera.  
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Figure 3-8. (a) The radius of observed Chlamydomonas cells in response to the offset of image plane. 

The plane with 0 offset is determined by the focus plane where radius of observed Chlamydomonas 

cells is minimum. The radius is defined as the distance between the peak value and 10% value. (b-

e) shows the fluorescence images captured at offsets of -0.5 mm, -0.3 mm, 0 mm, 0.3mm. The Scale 

bar is 500 µm. 
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3.4.2  Volumetric Throughput  

The volumetric throughput of this imaging flow cytometer platform is 

determined by several factors, including FoV, DoF, camera frame rate, and 

sensitivity of image sensor (ISO). Compared with traditional microscopes, the 

proposed dual-modality imaging approach offers advantages of large FoV and large 

DoF. In the current platform, the volumetric throughput is limited by the 

performance of low-cost cameras. The frame rate of Pi camera is low, leading to 

errors in particles tracking and counting when flow rate is high. Moreover, the 

sensitivity of image sensor is low. Therefore, fluorescence imaging requires long 

exposure time, resulting in motion blurring when particles move fast. Since the 

camera technologies are evolving rapidly, mostly benefiting from the mobile device 

market, these limitations of low-cost cameras could be overcome in the future. 

 

3.4.3  Analysis of Natural Water 

Natural water samples were manually collected from Lake Ontario 

(Bayfront Park, Hamilton, Ontario), followed by observation using the dual-

modality imaging system. Some suspended particles that could be phytoplankton 

cells or colonies were detected by the dual-modality imaging system. Fig. 3-10 

shows three particles found in the natural water samples. Their fluorescence 

features can be observed in the fluorescence mode. Their morphology features can 

be observed in the raw images captured in the lensless mode as well as the 

holographic reconstructed images. Classifiers that take advantages of morphology 

and fluorescence features can be trained for phytoplankton identification of natural 

water samples in the future. The video encoder on the Raspberry Pi deteriorated 

interference patterns in the raw holograms, reducing the quality of reconstructed 

images. Thus, the presented imaging processing algorithms still use morphology 

features extracted from raw holograms by HOG. Advance hardware and algorithms 

could be used to assist holographic reconstruction, improving morphology analysis 
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in the future.  

 

 

Figure 3-10. Images captured using natural water. (a-c) are captured in the fluorescence mode. (d-

f) are captured in the lensless mode. (g-i) are holographic reconstruction results of (d-f). We believe 

these three particles are phytoplankton since they are autofluorescent. Scale bar is 100 µm. 

 

3.5  Conclusion 

We present a dual-modality imaging optofluidic cytometer for onsite 

phytoplankton monitoring. Morphology features of particles are acquired in the 

lensless imaging mode; Autofluorescence features of particles are acquired in the 

fluorescence imaging mode. The dual-modality imaging approach enabled 

observing both morphology and fluorescence features in a thick fluidic channel 

(0.33 mm) which contributes to high-throughput analysis. Experiments with 

Chlamydomonas, Euglena, 10 µm PS beads, and mixed samples have been 

performed to demonstrate the efficiency of particle counting and cellular-level 

classification.  The cost-effectiveness and compactness of this design make it 

promising approach for onsite water monitoring.  
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Introduction to the Paper III:  

Fluorescent lifetime imaging (FLIM) is a powerful technique for biological 

and chemical analysis, which are commonly required in water quality monitoring. 

However, current FLIM system are typically complex and expensive instruments 

targeting bench-top applications. This chapter develops a portable and low-cost 

FLIM approach which is suitable for onsite monitoring.  

In this work, FLIM was realized by a cellphone camera with an electronic 

rolling shutter when a sample was illuminated with modulated excitation light. The 

fluorescent lifetime is measured by analyzing the optical fringes captured by the 

low-cost and portable camera with the frequency domain method. This FLIM 

approach is demonstrated by mapping a dissolved oxygen sensitive film with a 

varied emission lifetime. This work provided an approach that allows integrating 

the FLIM modules in portable and low-cost optofluidic platforms. 

My contributions of this work include proposing the FLIM approach, 

developing experimental setups, performing the experiments, analyzing the results, 

and writing the manuscript. 
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Abstract 

Luminescence lifetime imaging systems are typically complex and 

expensive instruments targeting bench-top applications. We present a low-cost 

approach for video frame rate luminescence lifetime imaging on the microsecond 

scale based on a cellphone camera. The luminescence lifetime is mapped by 

measuring the phase shift of optical fringes captured by a camera with an electronic 

rolling shutter at 30 frames per second. Luminescence lifetime imaging is validated 

by observing a PtTFPP/polystyrene film with a non-uniform lifetime distribution. 

Experimental results indicate a lifetime resolution of 580 ns when a lifetime of 22 

s is measured. This device is portable, low-cost, and shows the potential in point-

of-care diagnostic and environment applications that measure long lifetime 

luminescence. 

 

4.1  Introduction 

Luminescence lifetime imaging is an emerging technique that measures 

emission decay rate from fluorophore, phosphors, or any other luminescent probe. 

It has been explored in biomedical [1,2] and environmental applications [3,4]. 

Particularly, recent advances in the development of long-lifetime (> 1us) 

luminescent probes such as, transition-metal complexes [5,6], lanthanide chelates 

[7,8] and up-conversion nanoparticles [9,10] and their applications are driving 

factors in long (microseconds to milliseconds) lifetime imaging technologies.  

Time-gated sampling and Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting 

(TCSPC) are common lifetime imaging techniques. In the time-gated sampling 

method, a camera with a fast, global shutter (“time-gate”) is synchronized with light 
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sources and repetitively samples the luminescence decay [11,12]. In TCSPC, the 

emission is collected one photon at a time to build a histogram in the time-domain 

to retrieve lifetime, then raster scanning in the spatial domain to form a time-

resolved image [13,14]. Both techniques are complex, expensive, and generally 

used in bench-top research settings [15-17]. Low-cost and miniaturized 

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) imagers are widely used in 

the mobile devices with an electronic rolling shutter (ERS). In ERS, each line of 

pixels has the same exposure time in each frame, but the exposure of each line 

occurs at different times [18,19]. An ERS in cellphones can typically scan more 

than 100,000 lines per second [20]. As a result, the rolling line-by-line exposure 

may be an alternative to time-gated sampling method to achieve luminescence 

lifetime imaging.  

Here we report a low-cost luminescence lifetime imaging device based on 

a cellphone CMOS imager with an ERS. The luminescence lifetime imaging is 

validated by mapping interaction of oxygen and an oxygen sensitive luminescent 

film. This device is portable, low-cost and shows the potential in point-of-care and 

applications that require portable devices. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

The schematic of the proposed luminescence lifetime imaging device is 

shown in Fig. 4-1(a). A microcontroller (Uno, Arduino) sends TTL signals (4 kHz 

and 35% duty cycle) to modulate a 405 nm diode laser (405 LD, Wuhan Besram 

Technology, Wuhan, China). A luminescent sample is placed on a stainless-steel 

holder which hardly emit auto fluorescence. The laser excites the sample, shown in 

Fig. 4-1(c), and both the reflected/scattered excitation light and emission light are 

collected by the camera. A long pass emission filter (WRATTEN No. 29, λ>590nm, 

Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY) is held on a 3D printed mount in front of the 

camera aperture. As shown in Fig. 4-1(b) and Fig. 4-1(c), the emission filter is 
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placed 1 cm away from cellphone and covers 70% of the field of view (FoV). As 

shown in Fig. 4-1(d), the camera FoV is split into two regions by the emission filter: 

the sample area and the reference area. The reflection/back scattering of the 

excitation beam can reach the reference area, while the luminescence image can be 

measured in the sample area. The whole device can be packaged in a small box, as 

shown in Fig. 4-1(a). The total cost of main modules, i.e., microcontroller, laser, 

emission filter and mounting are less than $50 USD.  In this setup, a cellphone 

with a Sony IMX315 camera (3840 x 2160 at 30 frames per second/fps) was used 

to acquire the images and perform image processing at a maximum 64.8k lines/s 

rolling shutter. The cellphone camera is manually controlled by ‘Moment’, which 

is an IOS application bought from iPhone App store. In practice, a stand-alone 

camera module, such as the Raspberry Pi Camera can be used along with a 

Raspberry Pi computing platform: putting the total lifetime imaging system 

hardware cost below $100.  

A 25 mm round coverslip was coated by PtTFPP (Platinum(II)-5,10,15,20-

tetrakis-(2,3,4,5,6- pentafluorphenyl)-porphyrin, CAS 109781-47-7,  Sigma 

Aldrich)/polystyrene (CAS 9003-53-6, Sigma Aldrich) film to demonstrate 

luminescence  lifetime imaging. PtTFPP shall generate emission light with a peak 

of 650nm. 
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Figure 4-1. Conceptual design of the fluorescence lifetime imager. (a) Schematic of 3D System 

design. (b) Emission filter and a 3D printed mount on the cellphone. (c) Schematic of the optical 

path. Excitation light covers both sample and a part of substrate. The red line on top of the substrate 

indicates the sample area, whose emission will pass the emission filter. (d) Camera’s view without 

a sample, illuminated by a white light source.  

 

In the rolling shutter-based cameras, each line of pixels is activated 

sequentially. When the modulation frequency of the excitation light is higher than 

the frame rate of video, optical fringes can be observed in one image frame due to 

the rolling shutter effect [18][19]. In our experiment, an intensity image is captured 

with exposure time of 91 s, as shown in Fig. 4-2(a). The rolling shutter scans each 

line of pixels from left to right, therefore, vertical optical fringes are observed. And 
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luminescence lifetime images can be calculated using these optical fringes.  First, 

the whole image is split into an array of sub-images, as shown in Fig. 4-2(c). A sub-

image in the reference area and a sub-image in the sample area are labeled by a blue 

square and a red square respectively, as shown in the Fig. 4-2(b). Since these two 

sub-images are in the same column, they should be captured at same time. Fig. 4-

2(d) shows the fringes profiles in the two labeled sub-images. And optical fringes 

in the red square labeled sub-image is shift towards right side compared with the 

fringes in the blue square labeled sub image due to the delay of luminescent 

emission. Second, the dominated sinusoid component of fringe profiles, which 

corresponds to excitation modulation, is decomposed using fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) in each sub-image. Then the phase of optical fringes in each sub-image can 

be obtained using Eq. (4.1).  

                         ∠X = tan−1 (
X𝑖𝑚

X𝑟𝑒
)                     (4.1)         

Where ∠X is the phase of the dominated sinusoid component, and X𝑖𝑚 and X𝑟𝑒 

are the corresponding imaginary and real components of the FFT results. The 

fringes could be distorted in some sub-images due to non-uniform 

emission/excitation intensity, leading to an error on the observed ∠X. This effect 

is more significant in a single frame, and it can be reduced over multiple averaged 

frames.  The phase of two labeled sub-images are shown in Fig. 4-2(e). Third, the 

luminescence lifetime 𝜏 in the sample area can be obtained using the frequency 

domain method [21], as shown in Eq. (4.2): 

                   𝜙(𝑓) = tan−1(2𝜋𝑓𝜏)                     (4.2)   

Where  𝑓 is modulation frequency, 𝜙(𝑓) is phase shift. The phase shift can be 

obtained by subtracting the sample sub-image’s phase from the corresponding 

reference phase of sub-image which is aligned in same column in the array.  
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Figure 4-2. Luminescence lifetime calculation in the captured images. (a) An image captured by a 

cellphone camera. (b) The image is split into sub-images. A sub-image in the reference area is 

labeled by a blue square. A sub-image in the sample area is labeled by a red square. (c) The details 

of two labeled sub-images. (d) The fringes profiles in two labeled sub-images. (e) Vectors 

corresponding to the dominated sinusoid components of fringe profiles are obtained from the 

complex numbers of FFT results. Two vectors obtained from two labeled sub-images are shown. 

Phase shift can be obtained as shown. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The luminescence lifetime imaging is validated by mapping the interaction 

of PtTFPP and oxygen, where PtTFPP luminescence lifetime can be reduced in the 

presence of oxygen in the polystyrene film due to collisional quenching [6]. 

Measurements were taken for a duration of 60 seconds. At the 23rd second, a 
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droplet of 2% sodium sulfate solution was placed on the PtTFPP/polystyrene film. 

There is no dissolved oxygen in the solution since oxygen is consumed by sodium 

sulfate. As a result, the luminescence lifetime of PtTFPP/polystyrene film should 

increase once the film is in contact with the sodium sulfate solution due to oxygen 

diffusion. The camera recorded a video (2700x2160 pixels) for 60 seconds at 30 fps 

(See Supplementary Visualization 1). The luminescence lifetime images were 

calculated from every frame, then averaging all 30 frames in each second. A frame 

obtained after droplet placed is shown in the Fig. 4-3(b). Three sub-images, which 

refer to reference area, sample area with oxygen and sample area without oxygen, 

are labeled by a blue square, red square and green square respectively. Fig. 4-3(c) 

and Fig. 4-3(d) show the measured lifetime images before and after droplet placed 

respectively. In the center of coverslip where droplet placed, the lifetime of green 

square labeled sub-image increased from 24.2 µs to 66.8 µs. On the other hand, the 

red square labeled sub-image has a stable lifetime (~22 µs). These results 

demonstrate that the proposed device can detect the luminescence lifetime variation 

on the PtTFPP film. 
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Figure 4-3. Measured luminescent lifetime images and raw images. (a) A picture of the coverslip 

captured by another camera without filter after the sodium sulfate solution dropped. (b) A frame 

captured after the sodium sulfate solution dropped. Three sub-images, which refer to the reference 

area, the sample area with oxygen and the sample area without oxygen, are labeled by a blue square, 

a red square and a green square respectively. (c, d) Measured luminescent lifetime images before 

and after the sodium sulfate solution dropped. The lifetime is set to zero where luminescent light is 

too weak. 

 

As shown in Fig. 4-4, the measured lifetime in the center of the sample, 

which is labeled by green square in the Fig. 4-3(b), increases after 23 s due to the 
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placement of sodium sulfate droplet. On the other hand, the measured lifetime of 

the sub image on the film exposed to air, which is labeled by red square in the Fig. 

4-3(b), is stable. Considering that the resolution of the lifetime measurement is 

estimated using 3 times of standard deviation of measured lifetime in the red square 

labelled sub image. A lifetime resolution of 580 ns is obtained from the averaged 

lifetime of 22.4 µs with 60 sampling points. According to Equation (2), the accuracy 

of measured lifetime depends on the errors of modulation frequency 𝑓 and errors 

of phase shift 𝜙(𝑓) . The errors of 𝑓  can be calibrated by measuring the 

modulation signal with a precise oscilloscope. Most of systematic errors of phase 

shift 𝜙(𝑓)  can be eliminated in the proposed design, because it measures both 

luminescence signal and excitation (reference) signal with a CMOS camera at same 

time. 

The spatial resolution of this design is determined by the resolution of the 

camera and the size of each sub image. Recent advances in CMOS technology have 

led to high pixel count cameras with very low cost. Since the FoV is split into a 

reference area and a sample area, this approach can only use a fraction (~70%) of 

the FoV of the camera, typically not a major issue in the targeted lifetime imaging 

applications.  

There are two approaches can be used to improve the lifetime resolution of 

proposed technique: (i) using moving average with a larger number of time period 

(ii) using a camera with a faster rolling shutter. As shown in Fig. 4-4, random noise 

dominates the fluctuation of the measured lifetime in the red square labelled sub 

image. These noises can be reduced with a longer time period in moving average. 

Using a faster rolling shutter can increase the sampling rate as more lines of pixels 

are scanned per second. Although a line of pixel can be activated by ERS in a short 

time, reading and saving data from pixels require relative longer time which limits 

the rolling shutter speed in the CMOS imagers. The speed of rolling shutter in a 

commercial cellphone camera increased rapidly in the recent years. To our best 

knowledge, the cellphone camera can read-out up to 690k lines/ second by March 
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2019 [22] and it reaches 1382k lines/second by October 2019 [23]. Customized 

CMOS imagers can read out 2 million lines of pixels per seconds with advanced 

column-parallel ADCs and in the lab [24]. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Measured luminescence lifetime curve of two sub-images. Green line refers to the sub-

image labeled by a green square in Fig. 4-3(b). Red line refers to the sub image labeled by a red 

square in Fig. 4-3(b).  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

In summary, a low-cost luminescence lifetime imaging device using a 

cellphone with an ERS is developed. The luminescence lifetime is obtained from 

optical fringes, while, no additional electronic device required to make laser 

modulation and camera synchronized. The luminescence lifetime imaging is 

validated by mapping a PtTFPP/polystyrene film with a varied emission lifetime. A 

lifetime resolution of 580 ns is obtained at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. These 
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results indicate that this device is suitable to measure emission lifetime in the 

microsecond or longer regime. The device could motivate the usage of long-lifetime 

luminescent probes in point-of-care diagnostic and environment applications where 

low-cost and portable devices are required. 
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  Summary and Future Work 

5.1  Discussion and Future Work 

5.1.1  Fluorescence-based Optofluidic Platform 

A fluorescence-based optofluidic platform with frequency domain TRF 

approach and prism assisted coupling is presented in Chapter 2. The precision of 

DO sensor was better than 0.19 ppm in a range of 0 – 13 ppm. The limit of detection 

was 0.10 ppm which is three times of SD of measured DO in the deoxygenated 

water sample. The sensing specificity could be evaluated with future experiments. 

The accuracy of natural water sensing could be affected by long-term degradation 

and cross-talking. More experiments could be performed when the sensors are 

deployed onsite. Although dissolved oxygen measurements have been conducted 

and the advantages of the existing platform have been demonstrated, there are still 

hurdles to pass before onsite deployment. The two main hurdles, which are sensing 

film improvements and device miniaturization, are addressed in the following 

paragraphs. Furthermore, future work on adapting the existing platform for 

alternative target analytes is discussed.  

 

5.1.1.1 Sensing Film Improvement 

The fluorophore functionalized sensing film is essential to sense sensitivity 

and stability. There are five main criteria to evaluate the usability of a sensing film 

in the existing platform, namely (i) brightness, (ii), sensitivity (iii) fluorescence 

lifetime, (iv) photostability, and (v) long-term degradation. These criteria and the 

methods for sensing film improvements are discussed. 

(i) Brightness refers the intensity of the total fluorescent light emitted from a 

sensing film under a specific excitation light source. A brighter film shall 
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increase the SNR of photoelectric signals, leading to a better limit of 

detection. The brightness depends on main three factors: (a) molar 

extinction coefficient, (b) quantum efficiency and (c) the quantity of 

fluorophores in the film. Hence, fluorophores with high extinction 

coefficient and quantum efficiency are preferred in the sensing film [1][2], 

such as PtTFPP. The quantity of fluorophores can be increased by using high 

fluorophore concentration during chip fabrication. However, high 

fluorophore concentration can prevent the forming of sensing film. 

Therefore, more experiments should be conducted to find the optimized 

fluorophore and solvent concentration. 

(ii) Sensitivity is defined as the ratio of reduction of fluorescence 

intensity/lifetime to the original fluorescence intensity/lifetime when 

dissolved oxygen is present in the fluidic sample. The fluorescence sensing 

can be deteriorated when the sensitivity is too high or too low. Under an 

extremely high sensitivity, the fluorescent intensity shall be too weak to be 

detected in the presence of dissolved oxygen; under an extremely low 

sensitivity, the change of fluorescent intensity/lifetime can hardly be 

detected. According to the Stern-Volmer equation, the sensitivity depends 

on two factors: the quenching constant and the quencher concentration in 

the film at equilibrium. The quenching constant depends on the intrinsic 

properties of the fluorophore and matrix [3]. Quencher concentration in the 

sensing film at equilibrium depends on gas permeability of film’s matrix [3]. 

Therefore, both the fluorophore and matrix should be selected carefully to 

realize a desirable sensitivity.  

(iii) Fluorescence lifetime is the time duration for the fluorophore to return from 

the excited state to the ground state. The fluorophores with a long lifetime 

are desired in the TRF-based sensing platforms since long lifetime reduce 

dependence on expensive and bulky devices, such as high-frequency light 
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sources, fast-response detectors and data acquisition modules with a high 

sampling rate. 

(iv) Photostability of sensing film depends on photostability and film 

degradation effects. Photostability refers an ability of fluorophore to resist 

photobleaching. Photobleaching can results in a reduction of emission 

intensity, deteriorating the precision of both TRF and static measurements 

[4]. Thus, fluorophores with good photostability are desired for onsite 

monitoring applications where long sensing operation lifetime are required.  

(v) Film degradation could be caused by biofouling and matrix aging. 

Biofouling is the accumulation of microorganisms, plants, algae, blocking 

light path and generating unintended background fluorescence signals. Thus, 

filtration and anti-fouling coating could be applied in the sensor to combat 

with biofouling. Matrix aging could change the gas permeability and 

diffusivity, inducing a time drift in long-term monitoring applications. 

 

5.1.1.2 Miniaturization 

Device miniaturization is necessary before deploying the fluorescence-

based optofluidic platform in the field. Electronic components, such as the data 

acquisition module and the wave generator, should be replaced by miniaturized 

devices.  Furthermore, the coupling of emission light can be improved for device 

miniaturization. Thanks to TIR design and prism assisted coupling, most of 

excitation lights are confined in the sensing film and does not reach the emission 

filter. Thus, the background noise caused by residual excitation light that is common 

in the other compact optical designs can be mitigated. This allows integration of the 

detector, emission filter and microfluidic channel on a chip or in a compact device, 

as shown in Figure 5-1.  
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Figure 5-1. A potential solution for coupling of emission light. (a) The schematic of the current 

design for collection of emission light. The relay in the current design is expensive, low-efficient, 

and increasing the size of device. (b) A potential compact design for collection of emission lights. 

Emission lights can be detected by a photoelectronic placed closed to the microfluidic channel. 

 

5.1.1.3 Potential Applications  

This fluorescence-based optofluidic platform could be modified to realize 

the detection of other chemical elements in the water.  

In addition to dissolved oxygen, a variety of dissolved gases can be detected 

by measuring the fluorescence emitted from thin sensing films which contains gas 

sensitive fluorophores and gas permeable matrices. For instance, free chlorine 

silicone can be detected using a film with Ru-bipy and a silicone rubber matrix [5]. 

Dissolved ammonia can be detected using a film with Ir-coumarin complex and a 

cellulose esters matrix [6]. To realize the TIR design, the wedged angle of the prism 

and the incident angle of the excitation beam need to be readjusted according to the 

refraction index of the sensing films. 

Some fluorescence-based sensing relies on the chemical reaction between 

target chemical elements and induced reagents in the fluidic channel, such as 
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microcystin detection with fluorescent enzyme [7] and heavy-metal ions detection 

with rhodamine dye [8]. The proposed optofluidic platform can be modified for 

measuring fluorescence that is emitted from the fluidic channel. When the 

excitation light is coupled with a proper incident angle, the excitation light can be 

guided into a fluidic channel and confined in the microfluidic chip, as shown in the 

Figure 5-2.  

 

 

Figure 5-2. The schematic of a compact design for fluorescence sensing. The excitation light 

interacts with fluidic sample, while confined with in a sensing chip. 

 

5.1.2  Imaging-based Optofluidic Platform 

A dual-modality imaging optofluidic device is developed for onsite 

phytoplankton analysis in Chapter 3. While experiments with Chlamydomonas, 

Euglena, 10 µm polystyrene beads, and mix samples have demonstrated the 

feasibility of the device design, this prototype is not powerful enough to analyze 

natural water samples since the current algorithms are designed for a simplified 

scenario where only three types of particles are presented. Thus, development of 

imaging/video processing algorithms that can detect, track, and identify a variety 

of microbes in natural water samples is the first priority. The algorithms shall 

include three main image processing technologies: object detection, object tracking, 

holographic reconstruction. These imaging/video processing technologies are 

described in the following paragraphs. Furthermore, cameras and fluidic channel 
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were discussed.  

 

5.1.2.1 Object Detection Algorithms 

Object detection is an image processing technology for detecting and 

locating instances of objects of a certain class. HOG feature descriptors and SVM 

are used to realize object detection in the imaging-based optofluidic platform, as 

presented in Chapter 3. The main advantages of using this approach include high 

speed and simplicity. However, the spatial resolution of object localization is low, 

leading to a poor accuracy for object classification and object tracking. As shown 

in Figure 5-3, the raw image is divided into small connected cells, and HOG is 

compiled on each cell. Then the SVM classifier can determine the existence of 

objects of a certain class in a sliding window. As a result, the spatial resolution of 

localization is limited by the size of the cell, which is the smallest unit in the sliding 

window. Furthermore, the dimension and shape of the object cannot be evaluated, 

since the SVM was compiled on the sliding window with a fixed dimension. Thus, 

the performance of the current approach was not good enough when a variety of 

microbes with wide size ranges are present in the water channel. 
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Figure 5-3. Object detection using HOG and SVM. In this example, an image is divided into 8x8 

connected cells. A sliding window consisting of 4x4 cells are used to detect and locate instances of 

objects of a certain class. 

 

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been widely used in object 

detection [9]. The main component of a CNN is the convolutional layer which 

produces feature maps using the convolution operation by sliding filters over the 

input image. After the convolutional layers, pooling layers are usually applied to 

reduce the dimensionality of the feature map. After multiple convolutions and 

pooling, fully connected layers are commonly added to deal with the feature map. 

Thus, both regression and classification problems can be solved. Many deep 

learning architectures have been proposed for object detection. Here, we identified 

two deep learning-based solutions that can improve object detection in the proposed 

optofluidic imaging device. 

(i)  PP-Yolo  
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In PP-Yolo, a ResNet, which is a CNN with skipped connections, is used to 

extract feature maps at different scales [10]. Then, the selected feature maps 

obtained are sent to a feature pyramid network (FPN) to build a feature pyramid 

[11]. Finally, a detection head predicts the class of the object as well as the 

objectless score of each pixel in the feature pyramid. Moreover, a box bounding 

regression is preformed to indicate the location and the dimension of the object 

with a high spatial resolution.  

(ii)  Mask R-CNN 

Mask R-CNN realizes object detection using two stages [12]. At the first stage, 

the region of interest is predicted using a feature map output from a CNN. At 

the second stage, mask R-CNN predicts the class of the object, box bounding 

and binary masks according to the region of interest proposed from the first 

stage. Since this generates masks at the pixel level rather than a bounding box, 

the outline of an object can be obtained. However, mask R-CNN is slower than 

PP-Yolo and training a mask R-CNN model require more data.  

 

5.1.2.2 Object Tracking Algorithms  

Object tracking is a process of locating the moving object in the sequential 

frames using initial set of object detections [13]. It is essential for cells counting in 

imaging-based flow cytometry. Correlation filters are used to achieve object 

tracking in the imaging-based optofluidic platform as presented in Chapter 3. In 

this approach, the correlation output is calculated using the convolution of input 

cropped holograms and correlation filters. Then the object localization in the 

sequential frames can be achieved by finding the maximum in the correlation output 

maps.  

However, the raw hologram shows ring-shaped optical fringes, resulting in 

multiple local maximums in the correlation output maps. Therefore, the current 

tracking algorithm is not efficient and false tracking results often occur. We believe 

that CNN-based trackers are feasible solutions to improve the tracking algorithms 
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[13]. Firstly, the convolutional layers are used to extract features from raw 

holograms. Secondly, a correlation filter is generated using the output features maps. 

Thirdly, a response map can be obtained using the cross-correlation of correlation 

filter and features maps. Finally, the maximum in the response map can refer the 

position of the object.  

Overlapping issue also have a significant impact on the object tracking. The 

object overlapping could result in a false object detection or a missing observation. 

Here, we identify two potential solutions to address this issue. (i) Developing a 

decision-making strategy for multi-object tracking problem using a Markov 

Decision Process (MDP) framework [14]. (ii) Alternatively, object tracking could 

be improved using optical flow which refers to the pixelwise apparent velocities of 

the movement of an image pattern [15].  

 

5.1.2.3 Holographic Reconstruction 

The developed object detection algorithms rely on raw holograms captured 

by the imaging-based optofluidic platform, as presented in Chapter 3. However, 

raw holograms could be inefficient for modeling since detailed morphology 

features cannot be observed directly from holograms. Furthermore, the distances 

between particles and an imaging sensor can affect holographic patterns, creating 

challenges in the modeling. Holographic reconstruction is a good solution to 

address this problem. 

Practical methods for reconstruction of in-line digital holograms have been 

presented [16]. An object is considered as an object plane which is described by a 

transmission function in which attenuation and phase delay are varied spatially. 

Then the wave propagation can be described by the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction 

formula [16]. Several technologies are developed to model propagation of a wave 

field and retrieve the transmission function, such as angular spectrum methods [16]. 

However, it is difficult to localize the object plane before 

holographic reconstruction since the distance between the particles and imaging 
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sensor is unknown in an imaging-based flow cytometer without hydrodynamic 

focusing. Therefore, reconstructing a stack of images in multiple planes with a 

variety of distances are typically required. Then an optimal reconstructed image and 

object plane can be obtained based on the sharpness of each reconstructed image. 

This approach is effective but computationally intensive. 

Compared with traditional holographic microscopes, imaging-based flow 

cytometers need rapid imaging processing algorithms since particles are flowing 

through the fluidic channel. The computationally intensive reconstruction 

processing may reduce the sensing throughput which is crucial to detection of rare 

cells in the fluidic sample. With the rapid development of deep learning, the 

reconstruction processing could be speed-up, while maintaining high performance 

[17, 18]. Herein, we proposed two potential architectures for rapid holographic 

reconstruction as shown in the Figure 5-4. 

 

 

Figure 5-4. Two potential architectures for rapid holographic reconstruction. 
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(i)  Autofocusing with deep learning 

In this approach, CNN-based autofocusing is performed before conventional 

holographic reconstruction. We can cast the autofocusing as a regression 

problem. The focal distance, i.e., the distance between the object plane and 

imaging sensor can be predicted by a CNN model by providing an input raw 

hologram. Then the angular spectrum method can be used to retrieve amplitude 

and phase images in an object plane with a predicted focal distance. This 

approach can reduce execution times dramatically since it eliminates 

reconstructing a stack of images out of the focused plane and calculating the 

sharpness of each reconstructed images.  

(ii)  Autofocusing and image enhancement with deep learning 

There are three steps in this approach. The first two steps are autofocusing and 

reconstruction using the angular spectrum method which are similar with the 

first architecture. The error of the predicted focal distance can result in 

residential fringes and blurring in the reconstructed images. To mitigate the 

effect of this error, the third step is applied. A U-Net CNN can be used to 

enhance the images by suppressing residential fringes and providing edge 

enhancement [19].  

 

5.1.2.4 Discussion of Cameras  

Image sensor are essential components in the dual-modality imaging 

platform. In the current platform, the volumetric throughput and morphology 

observation are limited by the performance of pi cameras. The desired image sensor 

in the existing platform were discussed. 

In terms of fluorescence mode, image sensors with high ISO and high frame 

rate are desired. ISO (international standards organization) sensitivity is a measure 

of the camera's ability to capture light. In the existing platform ISO was set to 800 

which is the maximum. If ISO can be raised, same exposure can be achieved with 

a short exposure time which can reduce the effect of motion blurring. High frame 
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rate is essential to high throughput since particles shall take less time to flow 

through the field of view. 

In terms of lensless imaging mode, image sensors with low readout noise, 

small pixel size, large dimension, and high frame rate are recommended. Readout 

noises depend on photo shot noise, dark current, fixed pattern noise, and other 

noises. Low readout noise is necessary for acquiring high-quality holograms. The 

spatial resolution of a reconstructed image is equal to the resolution of a raw 

hologram. Thus, small pixel size is essential to morphology observation. Large 

dimension and high frame rate are desired, since they contribute to a high 

volumetric throughput.  

5.1.2.5 Discussion of Fluidic Channel  

Regarding fluidic channel, a channel with a larger thickness is expected to 

increase the volumetric throughput. Coarse filtrations could be used to prevent 

clogging, meanwhile allow microbes and small particles get into the channel. Anti-

biofouling coating could be implemented to enlarge working lifetime of channel. 

Furthermore, regular natural water flushing could be used to remove some of cells 

and particles attached to the fluidic channel, combating biofouling issues. 

Experiment will be conducted to optimize the cleaning protocol and enlarge the 

working lifetime of fluidic channel. 

 

5.1.3 FLIM under Low-Cost CMOS Format 

Luminescence with long lifetime (20-50 us) are measured to demonstrate a 

novel FLIM approach under a low-cost CMOS format in Chapter 4. A lifetime 

precision of 580 ns is obtained at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. However, majority 

of fluorophores and phosphors possess shorter emission lifetimes. Thus, it is 

desirable to explore methods to improve the precision of lifetime measurement. 

Moreover, the potential applications of this FLIM approach are discussed.   
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5.1.3.1 Improvements of lifetime measurement 

Here, we identify four potential solutions to precision of lifetime 

measurement.  

(i)  Increasing the sampling rate 

The sampling rate in the proposed FLIM approach is mainly limited by the 

speed of the CMOS imager, i.e., the execution time for a camera module to read 

one line of pixels on the CMOS imager. High-speed and low-cost cameras can 

be used to improve the sampling rate.  

(ii)  Increasing the number of frames used in the moving average 

Moving averages can reduce random noise by averaging a number of 

fluorescence lifetime maps calculated from captured frames. Thus, the error 

shall be suppressed when more frames are used. However, increasing the 

number of frames also increases the response time of the device. 

(iii) Using large sub-images 

In the current approach, the whole image is split into an array of sub-images 

which each contain three optical fringes. Then the fluorescence lifetime is 

calculated in each sub-image using the phase results of the FFT. The sub-image 

can be enlarged to include more integers of optical fringes, thus the precision of 

the FFT phase result can be improved. However, larger sub-image has a 

negative impact on the spatial resolution of calculated fluorescence lifetime 

maps. 

(iv)  Improving calibration methods 

In the current work, the phase shift between excitation and emission was 

calculated using the FFT. However, the amplitude of excitation and emission 

signals was spatially varying due to a non-uniform excitation spot. Therefore, 

additional errors are added in the FFT results since the inputs were 

not stationary signals. Thus, development of calibration methods for combating 

non-uniform excitation spot was identified as a promised solution to minimize 

these errors. 
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5.1.3.2 Development of Time-Gate Method 

The developed FLIM approach is based on the frequency domain method 

and phase shift measurements. Thus, both excitation light and emission light need 

to be measured simultaneously by one imaging sensor. As a result, the camera FoV 

was split into a sample area and a reference area, increasing the difficulty of optical 

design. To simplify the optical path and optomechanical components, time-gated 

methods under the low-cost CMOS format can be developed to eliminate the need 

of measurements of excitation light. The CMOS exposures with rolling shutters can 

be regarded as a time-gated windows. The width of the time-gated window is equal 

to the CMOS exposure duration; Time-gated windows are scanned as each line of 

pixels is activated sequentially. Thus, the fluorescence/luminescence lifetime can 

be calculated with the emission intensities in the two time-gated windows that 

corresponds to the pixel values of two lines, as shown in Figure 5-5.  

 

 

Figure 5-5. Illustration of a time-gated method for TRF. (a) Excitation signals with square waves 

and (b) corresponding emission signals are shown. The fluorescence lifetime can be calculated with 

the emission intensities measured in the two time-gated windows. This approach does not require 
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measurements of excitation signals. 

In addition to TRF, the time-gated method under a low-cost CMOS format 

could be used to detect the fluorophores with long-lifetime emission, while 

eliminating the effect of short-lifetime emissions. The emission curves of two types 

of fluorophores are illustrated in Figure 5-6. A proper time-gated window can 

detect the fluorescence with long-lifetime and reject the fluorescence with short-

lifetime. Typically, the autofluorescence generated from organisms and biological 

structures possess a short lifetime (a few nanoseconds). Therefore, this method 

could be used to mitigate the background autofluorescence for optofluidic devices 

which use extrinsic fluorescent analytes with long lifetime. 

 

 

Figure 5-6. Detection of long-lifetime fluorophores with suitable time-gated window. (a, b) Intensity 

of excitation light. (c, d) pulse response curve of a long-lifetime fluorophore and a short-lifetime 

fluorophore. (e, f) The curve of emission light generated by a long-lifetime fluorophore and a short-

lifetime fluorophore using the shown excitation lights. 

 

5.1.3.3 Potential Applications 

The FLIM approach presented in this thesis can be applied into existing 

optofluidic imaging devices that already have capability of fluorescence imaging. 
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Since this FLIM approach is compatible with low-cost CMOS, TRF could be 

realized to improve microbe detection and chemical analysis without changing 

hardware in the existing optofluidic imaging devices. 

Regarding optofluidic fluorescence sensing, integration of sensor arrays on 

an optofluidic chip has advanced the performance of chemical analysis [20]. For 

instance, a sensor array with eight chambers can provide discrimination capability 

of eight different heavy-metal ions at same concentration as low as 50 M [21]. 

The FLIM approach presented in this thesis is well-suited for sensor arrays, since it 

provides spatial resolution for detection of multiple chambers on a chip and enables 

TRF measurement with low-cost and portable devices. A potential design is 

illustrated in Figure 5-7. 

 

 

Figure 5-7. A potential optofluidic design that use the FLIM approach under a low-cost CMOS 

format. All of chambers on a chip can be measured by a camera module. 

 

5.2  Contribution 

My research contributions to the field of optofluidic devices are: 

(i) Developed a fluorescence-based optofluidic platform using frequency 

domain TRF. DO measurements are performed to demonstrate the 
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efficiency of this platform in onsite chemical sensing. 

(ii) Provided a fluorescence enhancement approach for fluorescence-based 

optofluidic devices using a TIR design and prism assisted coupling 

mechanism. This approach can improve overall sensitivity and minimize 

background fluorescence. 

(iii) Developed an imaging-based optofluidic platform that is capable of 

automated cell counting and cell classification. Phytoplankton analysis is 

performed to demonstrate the efficiency of this platform in onsite microbe 

detection. 

(iv) Provided a dual-modality imaging approach for imaging-based optofluidic 

platforms. Both morphology and fluorescence features of microbes can be 

observed with portable and low-cost imaging devices. 

(v) Developed a FLIM approach under a low-cost CMOS format. This 

approach allows integrating a FLIM module in portable and low-cost 

optofluidic platforms for onsite monitoring.   

 

5.3  Conclusion 

The work presented in this thesis is dedicated to the development of the 

optofluidic devices for onsite water quality monitoring. The common optofluidic 

technologies used for chemical analysis and microbe detection were described in 

Chapter 1. We developed two optofluidic platforms for onsite water quality 

monitoring: a fluorescence-based optofluidic platform for chemical analysis and an 

imaging-based optofluidic platform for microbe detection (Chapter 2, 3). There 

has been a collection of advances that can make optofluidic devices compatible for 

onsite monitoring applications. The stability and sensitivity of fluorescence sensing 

were improved by applying frequency domain TRF and a prism assisted excitation 

coupling approach (Chapter 2). A portable and low-cost imaging system with dual 

modalities was developed to observe morphology and fluorescence features for 
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microbe detection, while eliminating bulky microscopy setup (Chapter 3). A low-

cost and portable FLIM approach that relies on CMOS imagers with ERS was 

developed, allowing FLIM-based measurements in portable optofluidic devices 

(Chapter 4). Recommended future works on improving sensing performance, 

device miniaturization, and potential applications were discussed in Chapter 5. The 

findings of this thesis will act as a springboard to inform future applications of 

onsite monitoring using optofluidic devices. 
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